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Oil production in the United States (US) increased rapidly in the last decade due to the 
extensive development of tight-oil resources like Permian, Eagle Ford and Bakken. Most of these 
resources benefit from being in a source rock or in a close proximity to a source rock and they 
can be called here unconventional tight-oil resources. There are also conventional tight-oil 
resources, such as the vast tight-carbonate resources in the Middle East. In this research, 
definitions, classification, and characteristics of source- and conventional tight-oil plays are 
presented and contrasted, the North American experience with tight-oil plays is reviewed, and 
the development potential of the Middle Eastern tight-oil resources is demonstrated through 
numerical simulation and economic analysis. 
Most currently targeted Middle Eastern tight-oil resources are accumulations of oil in 
conventional, tight carbonates, which have migrated from an underlying source rock under the 
effect of buoyancy forces. The migration process causes lower critical water saturations and 
more mobile in-situ water compared to unconventional tight-oil plays, and more potential to have 
contact with aquifers. Although the permeabilities of the Middle Eastern tight-oil resources are 
more favorable (in the range of 0.01 – 10 md), the viscosity of the currently targeted resources is 
higher (in the range of 3-10 cp) than their counterparts in North America.  
Similar to unconventional tight-oil formations, horizontal wells with hydraulic fracturing 
are still the recommended approach for developing conventional tight-oil formations. The 
existence of natural fractures, especially in the form of high conductivity fracture corridors, is a 
major characteristic of the Middle Eastern, conventional tight-oil formations. Fracture corridors 
aide the movement of oil toward producer wells and increase the drainage areas of wells drilled 
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across them. On the other hand, they also provide pathways for the convergence of the mobile 
water toward production wells or encroachment of nearby aquifers into the oil pay zone. 
Therefore, wider well spacing is recommended with smart well designs to divert the flow of 
unwanted fluids. 
The high conductivity fracture corridors could cause local fluid segregation, which leads 
to accumulations of gas at the top and water at the bottom. In addition, pressure depletion could 
alter the stress state of the formation, which alters the design and implementation of hydraulic 
fractures. Thus, a comprehensive modeling approach that couples flow and geomechanics is 
recommended to consider the stress behavior in the development plan. 
Low GOR, hydrostatic initial pressure, and high initial net stress pose serious 
development challenges for the Middle Eastern conventional tight-oil resources. The current well 
completion and stimulation (fracture) design experience in the unconventional tight-oil plays 
may not be transferred to these formations. Moreover, low initial pressures lead to short periods 
of accelerated initial production, which removes a favorable economic parameter from 
development considerations. In addition, high initial movable water saturation could significantly 
hinder the amount of oil that can be produced.  
The economic analysis shows that different outcomes can be achieved depending on the 
oil-price model used and the developer’s objective. It is best to develop these resources during an 
oil price peak cycle. Developing these resources in a high price environment is rewarding in the 
short-term. NOCs with diverse oil resource portfolios could leverage the cash flow from the high 
margin conventional oil resources to fund the expensive capital cost of the development of tight 
formations especially during high oil price periods. In addition, these companies have a better 
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control on factors like operating expenses and a lower need for financing which could have a 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
The United States (US) became the world’s largest oil producer in 2018, exceeding the 
productions of Russia and Saudi Arabia, according to the Energy Information Administration 
(EIA) as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (EIA 2018a). This increase in the US oil production was driven 
by the production from tight-oil plays as shown in Figure 1.2. The North American success has 
increased the interest in developing tight-oil resources worldwide. However, there is no unique 
set of characteristics to designate an oil resource as a “tight-oil play;” that is, tight-oil refers to a 
loosely and broadly defined category of oil resources.   
 
Figure 1.1: US oil production compared to Saudi Arabia and Russia (EIA 2018a). 
The EIA defines tight oil as follows: “Oil produced from petroleum-bearing formations 
with low permeability such as the Eagle Ford, the Bakken, and other formations that must be 
hydraulically fractured to produce oil at commercial rates. Shale oil is a subset of tight oil” (EIA 
2019). This definition might be useful and sufficient for the present applications mostly in the 
United States (US) and the purpose of aggregate analysis for economists and government 
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agencies. However, its reference to Eagle Ford and Bakken formations and shale-oil plays 
narrows the scope.  
 
Figure 1.2: US Oil production history and projection (EIA 2018b). 
In principle, tight oil is a general category associated with low-permeability formations. 
On the other hand, the EIA definition narrows the scope of tight oil to formations that are either a 
source rock, as in the case of Eagle Ford, or benefit from the close proximity of a source rock, as 
in the cases of Permian and Bakken. This association with the source-rock qualities introduces 
unconventional exploration considerations, such as the total organic carbon (TOC) content and 
maturation, and significantly affect the reservoir and production engineering aspects. 
The success of oil production from tight, source or source-related rocks has brought 
interest in tight-oil development opportunities in conventional non-source rocks, such as tight 
carbonates and sandstones. Although some similarities may be found between the source and 
conventional tight-oil plays, they have considerable differences in geologic structure, 
hydrocarbon storage mechanisms, and flow characteristics. Therefore, the development of 
conventional tight-oil plays deserves special considerations. Moreover, there are subtle 
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differences between the tight-oil resources in the Middle East and North America. Without 
documenting these characteristic differences of various tight-oil resources and investigating their 
impact on production potential and project economics, it would be moot to discuss the transfer of 
the North American experience to the Middle East.  
As will be discussed in Chapter 3, although it is possible to make more detailed 
categorizations of tight-oil plays based on their characteristics, for the purposes of this 
dissertation, a high-level distinction is made between source-related and non-source related tight-
oil plays, based on the existence or non-existence of active communication with the source rock. 
Because currently targeted Middle East tight-oil plays mostly fall into the latter category, in this 
research a detailed characterization of conventional tight-oil resources is presented and compared 
to that of unconventional tight-oil resources. Also, the development potential of conventional 
tight-oil resources in the Middle East is demonstrated through numerical simulation and 
economic analysis. It is also noted that part of this work was already published by the author 
(Althani 2020). 
1.1 Motivation 
The recent advances in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing technologies made it 
economically possible to produce tight oil from source rocks. As in the other disciplines, learning 
from the pertinent experiences and analogies is an important recipe for success in petroleum 
engineering. The motivation for the proposed research is to leverage the existing conventional 
and unconventional oil-field technological advancements and experiences to develop tight-oil 
reservoirs in areas with large, conventional oil reserves in the Middle East. 
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To be able to transfer the North American tight-oil experience to other parts of the world, 
it is useful to define three categories of tight-oil plays in North America (Ozgen 2021): 
1) Source rocks: These are organic content rich formations that currently may be in the 
oil generation window (e.g., portions of Eagle Ford, Woodford, Upper and Lower Bakken, 
Niobrara). They typically have very high internal energy (bubble point > 3000 psia, pressure 
gradient > 0.8 psi/foot), disconnected micro-fractures, and ultra-low matrix permeability (<100 
nanodarcy).  In-situ water saturation is typically less than the “conventionally defined” 
irreducible water saturation, and initial pressure may not be in static equilibrium with gravity.  
These formations cannot be produced economically without creating a stimulated reservoir 
volume through hydraulic fracturing. 
2) Source-connected tight rocks: These formations are in active communication with the 
source rock. They are either adjacent to the source rock or close to the source rock on the 
migration path of oil. They can still have considerably high internal energy (bubble point > 2500 
psia, pressure gradient > 0.6 psi/foot), and may not be in static vertical equilibrium with gravity. 
The permeability of these plays is usually two orders of magnitude higher than that of the source 
rock (in the microdarcy range) to enable migration, and they may have existing open natural 
fractures and even conductive faults.  Portions of Middle Bakken, Wolfcamp, and Meramec may 
fall into this category.  Wells drilled into sweet spots formed by natural fracture networks and 
conductive faults may produce without stimulation.  Hydraulic fracturing yields economical 
production. 
3) Non-source (migrated) tight rocks: These plays are the accumulation sites of the 
migrated oil farther away from the source rock and do not have significant communication with 
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the source rock.  Their initial pressure may be somewhat above the hydrostatic pressure, yet 
locally, the pressure is in static equilibrium with gravity. When compared to source-rock related 
resources, they have lower internal energy (bubble point < 2000 psia).  Compared to 
conventional reservoirs, the migrated oil may not have fully drained the water out of the matrix, 
resulting in high water cut during production.  Permeability values are in the range of 50-100 
microdarcy.  The existing natural fracture networks and faults are the main contributors for the 
transport of fluids. Mississippi Lime, parts of the DJ Basin, North Bakken, and portions of the 
Permian Basin are some examples for this category. 
Although there are some differences in the characteristics of the first two categories, their 
main development technologies and strategies are similar. The main characteristics of the third 
category, on the other, are closer to those of conventional reservoirs, with the exception of ultra-
tight rock matrix. The Middle Eastern tight-oil resources, which is the focus of this dissertation, 
are closer to the third category. In the following discussions, the first two categories are referred 
to as the unconventional tight-oil plays, and the third category is referred to as the conventional 
tight-oil plays.  
The current North American experience of oil production from conventional, tight-oil 
plays is not as successful as that in the unconventional tight-oil plays. Moreover, the 
development strategies for conventional, tight-oil plays are not as well established. Therefore, it 
is essential that the distinguishing properties of the Middle Eastern tight-oil resources are 
documented, compared and contrasted with the current North American experience, and 




The main objective of the proposed research is to provide a comprehensive assessment of 
the development potential of conventional, tight-oil formations in the Middle East. This objective 
will be achieved by addressing three main aspects of resource development: 
• Detailed characterization of conventional tight-oil formations in relation to the 
development challenges they pose. 
• Investigation of recovery strategies for conventional tight-oil formations based on 
numerical simulation models. 
• Economics of the development. 
1.3 Research Contribution 
Most of the best practices for resource development that are available in the literature are 
specific either to conventional, medium- to high-permeability reservoirs or for unconventional 
(source-rock related), tight-oil accumulations. This research will bridge the gap by assessing the 
technical and economic viability of conventional tight-oil formations as another high-potential 
oil resource. 
1.4 Methodology 
Given the interesting potential of conventional tight-oil formations, a comprehensive plan 
is vital for the development of these resources. In this research, a study of the development 
options for conventional tight-oil formations is carried out by building a conceptual reservoir 
model using a well-known commercial reservoir simulator (Computer Modelling Group’s IMEX 
simulator program). The model is capable of simulating the effect of key parameters on 
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production from tight naturally fractured reservoirs with vertical and fractured horizontal wells. 
In addition, the model can be used to create a stimulated fracture permeability to simulate 
hydraulic fractures. The development considerations to be simulated and discussed in this 
dissertation include: 
• Reservoir heterogeneity and natural fractures density 
• Well design and complexity 
• Geomechanics considerations 
In addition, since a development plan cannot be complete without an economic 
evaluation, the second part of the study is focused on the economic factors that affect the 
development. These factors include: 
• OPEX and CAPEX 
• Long-term and short-term development plans 
• Well count and stimulation requirements 
The main outcome of this research is to provide a comprehensive analysis of factors that 
affect the development of conventional tight-oil formations. This is intended as a guide to be 
used by the industry. 
1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is segmented into nine chapters. Chapter 1 provides the introduction, 
motivation, objectives and the methodology of this research. Then, Chapter 2 and 3 present a 
literature review and some background concepts that are relevant to this work. Chapter 4 goes 
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into the details of conventional tight-oil formations and provides an analysis of their 
characteristics with some examples from around the world. 
Chapter 5 provides a comprehensive explanation of the numerical model used in this 
research and its description along with some sensitivity runs. Then, Chapter 6 contains the main 
numerical study of conventional tight-oil formations with multiple development scenarios.  
Then, Chapter 7 takes some of the scenarios presented in Chapter 6 and investigates the 
economic factors affecting the development of these formations. Chapter 8 summaries the main 
contribution of this research by providing the screening criteria, data needs and the development 
strategies for conventional tight-oil formations. The conclusions and recommendations of this 




CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
As noted in Chapter 1, the term “tight oil” is generally used to describe oil-bearing rocks 
that have low permeability. What is implied in this terminology is that the permeability is below 
conventional reservoir permeabilities, which are in the order of tens or hundreds of milli-Darcies. 
However, there is no globally agreed upon classification of the permeability ranges of tight-oil 
plays in the oil industry. Figure 2.1 shows one classification by the Canadian Society for 
Unconventional Resources (CSUR). The figure shows that limestone, which is the most common 
carbonate rock, lays in both the conventional and unconventional range. However, developing 
tight-carbonate formations requires a drastically different approach than that for shale formations 
even though both of them might be considered as unconventional reservoirs.  Therefore, it is 
imperative to review the definitions of tight oil and clarify the terminology used in this 
dissertation. 
 
Figure 2.1: Classification of reservoir types based on permeability (CSUR, n.d.). 
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Conventional tight-oil formations are located in different places around the world. The 
Middle East is one of those places. These formations have gained attention in the last few years 
with the success of the US tight oil revolution. However, there is not much information about the 
Middle East tight oil development in the literature. Most of the publications discuss the 
formations’ properties, which are presented in the next chapter. 
Some development insights from the US midcontinent conventional tight-oil formations 
are available in the literature (Austin et al. 2015; Elrafie et al. 2015; Vassilellis et al. 2015; Yee 
et al. 2018; Almasoodi et al. 2020; Banerjee et al. 2020; Freeman et al. 2020; Huchton et al. 
2020). These references highlight the challenges of dealing with highly fractured tight 
formations. They highlight how concepts like fluid segregation and abnormal compaction might 
affect the recovery. Details from these studies are also discussed in the next chapter. 
In this chapter, hydraulic fracturing aspects, natural fracture detection and the effect of 
water saturation and relative permeability on tight-oil plays are discussed. In addition, the 
economics of tight oil development is reviewed. 
2.1 Hydraulic Fracturing 
The main factor leading the success for tight oil formations is hydraulic fracturing 
technology where high conductivity paths are created for the trapped fluid to flow. As any 
technology available in the oil and gas industry, aggressive field implementation elevates the 
understanding of these technologies and introduces optimization opportunities. These 
optimizations happen in the area of quantitative factors like fracture numbers and spacing. Also, 




Proppant selection depends on the sizes and quality needed to create the desired fracture 
conductivity which is the main goal from implementing hydraulic fracturing. However, it is not a 
straight forward analysis to select a certain proppant quality for a certain formation. The 
behavior of the proppant pack can be different in different formations’ environments. Also, there 
is a dynamic factor to the performance behavior depending on the changes of the in-situ stresses. 
Thus, it critical to consider how to optimize the type of proppants used for any formation based 
on the integration with other available data to maximize the benefit of these proppants. 
Economics also plays a part in this optimization by evaluating the benefit of using expensive 
proppants (like ceramic or resin-coated sand) in order to achieve a better conductivity. However, 
same conductivity might be achieved with lower quality sand by using a bigger mass of 
proppants. Therefore, it is better to tackle the proppant selection problem by optimizing the 
needed conductivity to be achieved while using viable proppants options like local sand in a 
certain geographical location (Duenckel et al. 2019; Melcher et al. 2020). 
The other material that affects the hydraulic fracturing design is the fracturing fluid. The 
fracturing fluid helps to create the hydrostatic pressure needed to break the formation and also 
carries the proppant pack to set in the generated fractures to create permeability pathways. 
Higher viscosity fluids like gels are used especially in formation with natural fractures to avoid 
the fast leakoff of the fluid before creating the desired conductivity. However, it could have an 
effect on damaging the formation from its residue. Other low viscosity options like slickwater 
are a better option in very low permeability formations since they can carry the required amount 
of proppant needed (Woodworth and Miskimins 2007; Ozgen 2021). The challenge with 
conventional tight-oil formations is the complex network of natural fractures that are available 
which might lead to fluid leakoff and loss of hydraulic fracturing energy. This highlights the 
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need for optimizing the fluid needs to fracture these formations given their advantages and 
drawbacks. 
Another challenge for hydraulic fracturing in naturally fractured reservoirs is the 
intersection between fractures or what is sometimes called fracture hits. This intersection could 
affect the performance of a parent well (drilled earlier in certain in the life of the formation 
development) and a child well (drilled later in the surrounding area of the parent well) that could 
affect their performance positivity or negativity. Therefore, it is important to have a 
comprehensive and an integrated approach when designing the hydraulic fracturing scheme, 
especially when natural fractures exist like in the case of conventional tight-oil formations. A 
concept that involves looking at the desired fracturing area as a cube or a tank is much better 
than looking at the interaction between just a couple of wells. This comprehensive approach 
requires a collection of different geomechanical, petrophysical and geological data from different 
data sources like logs, core samples, seismic data and drilling data. Figure 2.2 shows a sketch 
listing some of these data and their data sources (Gupta et al. 2020). 
2.2 Natural Fracture Detection 
Detecting natural fractures is a challenging task. It involves integration of a lot of data 
from several resources. While it is important to identify these fractures and their characteristics 
in any formation, it is more critical in tight-oil resources. The large permeability contrast 
between the tight matrix and the high conductivity fractures has significant implications on the 
development approaches used in tight-oil formations. In addition, the need to hydraulically 
fracture these formations makes it even more essential to detect natural fractures as accurate as 
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possible to optimize the resulted interaction between the hydraulic fractures and the existing 
fracture network. 
 
Figure 2.2: Petrophysical, geomechanical and geological data and their data sources for hydraulic 
fracturing optimization (Gupta et al. 2020). 
Static and dynamic data, like core samples, seismic interpretations, image logs, loss 
circulation events and pressure transient responses, are used to characterize and identify existing 
fracture networks. In addition, Elrafie et al. (2015) have identified other indicators related to 
hydraulic fractures while working on one of the conventional tight-oil formations in the US. 
These indicators are related to the different pressure trends and pumping parameters signatures. 
The integration of these data helps to create a better image of where these natural fractures are 
located. 
Elrafie et al. (2015) also showed that the existence of fractures could cause significant 
pressure interference between wells. In addition, large fractures could prompt fluid segregation 
along these high conductivity paths and result in localized accumulation of gas near the top of 
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the formation and water at the bottom. Thus, it is important to implement a rigorous and 
comprehensive fracture detection plan as part of the development considerations of any 
conventional tight-oil formation. 
2.3 Rock and Fluid Interaction 
When developing conventional tight-oil formation, the focus is to have a development 
plan that maximizes the recovery from the entire reservoir and not target only the stimulated 
reservoir volume (SRV) like in the case of developing unconventional tight-oil formations. 
Therefore, the fluid properties and the relative permeability curves plays an important part on the 
success of this development. 
Even though a conventional tight-oil formation has higher permeability than an 
unconventional tight-oil formation, it is not expected to be over-pressurized as in the case of the 
latter. Lower pressure makes these formations have higher viscosity oil and lower GOR. This 
causes the rate from these reservoirs to fall sharply after a short period of production (Ozgen 
2021). 
For relative permeability data, it is important to have an accurate estimation for these data 
for a better forecast of a full field production. However, the challenge for tight reservoirs is that 
obtaining these data from lab experiments is time consuming due the very low permeability. 
Thus, it is critical to consider analytical techniques to improve the estimation of this data (Liu 
and Yang 2014). Also, this data can be estimated by numerical modeling of pressure responses 
from formation testing operations (Tian et al. 2015). 
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2.4 Initial Water Saturation 
In a conventional oil reservoir, where oil is migrated from a source rock to another 
permeable formation with a seal, the oil replaces the existing water in this formation and the 
fluid is rearranged in the reservoir based on density. Based on that, these reservoirs have usually 
relativity high water saturation that exists as part of the fluid mixture in the pores. 
The US unconventional oil resources, which are referred to as unconventional tight-oil 
formations in this research, have generally low initial water saturation. As the maturation of 
kerogen happens, the force of expulsion pushes water away from the system and squeezes oil and 
condensates into smaller pores. This results in low initial water saturation in the oil zone. Also, 
since the oil is generated inside the source rock and mostly stays there, this could result in, what 
is called, an inverted oil system, where water resides over oil.  The reason for this phenomenon, 
which is not possible when buoyancy forces are in effect, is that some of the pore networks of 
these formations are not connected which results in separate pockets of different fluids to exists 
with no communication (Sonnenberg and Meckel 2017). 
The conventional tight-oil formations, which are the focus of this research, are expected 
to follow the conventional systems where the oil exists with high initial mobile water and in 
connection with water aquifers at the bottom. This reality makes dealing with the water 
production an important task when it comes to developing these formations. 
2.5 Economics of Tight Oil 
The need for hydraulic fracturing and the sharp decline rates makes the development of 
tight-oil formations a drastically different problem than the development of conventional high 
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permeability reservoirs. Stimulation requirements by hydraulic fracturing increase the initial cost 
of drilling and completion while the sharp decline rate makes the oil production revenue fall 
rapidly after a few months. Thus, there has always been an expectation that the development of 
tight-oil formations is only viable in high oil prices periods that meets the high breakeven points 
for these resources. However, the continuation of high production from tight oil formations (as 
shown earlier in Figure 1.2) has proved that tight oil production was viable at low oil prices 
around late 2014 and 2015. That means the breakeven points for the success of tight-oil 
resources is not constant and can move downward with the optimization of drilling and 
stimulation operations. 
The breakeven point/price is simply defined as the commodity (oil in this case) price that 
makes the net present value of a project equal to zero. In other words, it means that the cost of 
the drilling and extraction of oil equals the revenue from selling the oil produced. Many factors 
can affect the breakeven analysis like rock quality, crude type, geographical location and foreign 
currency exchange rates. For example, a tight oil formation developed in a geographical area that 
is already equipped with oil transfer infrastructure will have a lower breakeven point than a 
formation that require an investment in pipeline construction to transfer the produced oil. In 
addition, external factors like taxation and governmental regulations could directly impact the 
breakeven analysis (Kleinberg et al. 2016). 
The high cost of tight-oil formation development makes them less attractive compared to 
conventional resources as higher profit margin can be incurred with lower development cost. 
However, with the continuous depletion of conventional resources, companies need to acquire 
and develop unconventional tight-oil resources to meet their demand of oil production targets 
(Ozkan et al. 2012). This concept is viewed in a different way in locations that are controlled by 
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National Oil Companies (NOCs) like in the Middle East. Since generally there is no cost of 
acquiring the tight-oil resource as it is available in the same geographical location, no decision 
needs to be taken on when to acquire the resource. The challenge here became on deciding when 
to divert resources (drilling rigs, completion equipment, pipeline construction projects and 
personnel) to tight oil instead of keeping these resources to serve the conventional oil 
development. In other words, it becomes a resources allocation task. 
Having a longer time span to develop tight-oil resources brings an additional angle to the 
optimization of a development plan that involves major investment like hydraulic fracturing. 
Almasoodi et al. (2020) presented an analysis for the development optimization of conventional 
tight-oil formations in US midcontinent that involves comparing different fracture spacing and 
drawdown strategies (conservative or aggressive) taking into account the hydraulic fracturing 
degradation with time. The major takeaway here is that the hydraulic fracturing design should 
not focus mainly on technical aspects like fracture conductivity. However, factors like the 
development period and desired drawdown rate need to be considered as part of the design. 
One additional thing worth mentioning about developing tight-oil resources is the capital 
cost. As hydraulic fracturing requires high initial investments, US tight-oil producers have relied 
on private equity or investment banking to finance their operations. Figure 2.3 shows the cash 
flow of onshore US oil producers, which indicates how they depended heavily on proceeds from 
debt in the few years before the oil-price crash in 2014. This dependence showed its 
disadvantage clearly in 2015, when, due to low oil prices, most of the cash flow (more than 70%) 
was spent on debt repayments (EIA 2015a, EIA 2015b). 
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The reliance on debt is a characteristic of small oil and gas operators who do not have 
other resources to fund their operations. However, large oil companies that have more generous 
internal resources are less dependent on debt to fund their operating plans (Weijermars 2011). 
This reality gives an advantage to NOCs in the Middle East to develop conventional tight-oil 
formations. These companies can rely on the proceeds from operating the high margin 
conventional oil resources to fund the development of tight formations. This can be an essential 
part of a comprehensive plan to extract all oil resources by shifting some of the cash flow toward 
the development of tight formations especially in high oil price environment. This can develop 
high-cost resources by leveraging the profit from low-cost resources. At the same time, 
incorporating the development of these resources as part of the company’s portfolio gives them 
the opportunity to develop conventional tight-oil formations at a more reasonable pace and not 
rush into expedited production without sound reservoir engineering approaches. 
 





CHAPTER 3 DEFINITIONS, CHARACTERISTICS AND BACKGROUND 
In this Chapter, definitions and characteristics of tight oil are discussed. Also, relevant 
background information is presented. 
3.1 Definitions and Characteristics 
Due to the history of development of unconventional resources in North America, tight-
gas and oil resources are usually thought to be associated with source rocks, which are usually 
shale (mudstone). Although some oil may be produced directly from source rocks, a large 
proportion of known tight-oil plays are on the migration paths of oil from the source rock. 
Depending on the migration conditions and geologic environment, some of these plays are in 
nearby tight formations, which are actively connected to the source rock, or farther along the 
migration paths, which do not directly communication with the source rock. 
Zhang et al. (2016) collate the definitions of tight oil into three groups: 
i) Source-rock (shale) tight-oil resources: Tight oil is in the source-rock and nearby 
formations and the source rock is shale. Source rocks are usually rich in organic 
content and currently in hydrocarbon generation window (e.g., Eagle Ford). They 
typically have very high initial pressure (above 4,000 psi) and ultra-low matrix 
permeability (below 100 nanodarcy). Shale has very small pores (in the order of 
nanometers) and poor connectivity. Therefore, shale oil has low development 
potential. These formations cannot produce without creating a stimulated reservoir 
volume through hydraulic fracturing. This definition is adopted by the International 
Energy Agency (IEA) and some Chinese organizations. 
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ii) Source-related tight-oil resources: This definition refers to oil resources in tight 
formations on the migration path, which are actively connected to the source rock 
(shale). They can still have considerably high initial pressure (e.g., core Middle 
Bakken). The permeability of these plays is usually two to three orders of magnitude 
higher than that of the source rock (in the microdarcy range) and they have existing 
open natural fractures and faults. The ultra-low permeability formations may include 
shale, siltstone, sandstone, and carbonate. Most of Permian and some mid-continent 
formations (e.g., Meramec) close to the Woodford shale fall into this category.  Wells 
drilled into sweet spots formed by natural fracture networks and faults may even 
produce without stimulation. IEA refers to this resource as “light tight oil” or, like 
Equinor, EIA and some Chinese scholars, simply “tight oil.” 
iii) Stimulated tight-oil resources: Tight oil is also defined based on the stimulation 
requirement (e.g., hydraulic fracturing) for economic production, without explicit 
reference to lithology and oil quality. This definition covers all low-permeability and 
low-porosity reservoirs, which require simulation treatments to be productive. 
Although explicitly referenced in this definition, most tight-oil resources have some 
active communication with source rocks or found in some proximity to them. IHS and 
National Resources Canada (NRC) adopt this definition. 
Depending on their association with the source rock, Zhang et al. (2016) also classify 
tight oil plays into eight categories (Table 3.1):  
1. In-source play 
2. Above-source play 
3. Below-source play 
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4. Beside-source play 
5. Between-source play 
6. In-source mud-dominated play 
7. In-source mud-subordinated play 
8. Interbedded-source play.  
 In-source plays do not have conventional reservoir characteristics. The source rock also 
serves as the reservoir and includes considerable amount of organic material. Storage occurs in 
both organic and inorganic pore systems. Above-, below-, and beside-source plays are not 
usually in active communication with the source rock (other than the oil having migrated from 
the source rock) and possess more conventional reservoir characteristics.  
There are other types of tight-oil plays are in some form of communication with the 
source rock. Monolayer reservoir rocks with oil supply from both upper and lower source rocks 
are defined as between-source plays by Zhang et al. (2016). These are generally thicker than 6.5 
ft and can be developed as an individual reservoir. Alternatively, when multiple reservoir rocks 
of individual thickness less than 6.5 ft are interbedded with multiple layers of source rocks, they 
cannot be considered (developed) as individual reservoir rocks. According to the thickness ratio 
of the source and reservoir rocks, Zhang et al. (2016) sub-classify them into in-source mud-






Table 3.1: Classification of tight-oil plays with reference to source rocks (Zhang et al. 2016) 
 
Table 3.2 presents the locations, classifications, and geologic characteristics of known, 
major tight-oil resources around the world (Zhang et al. 2016).  The focus of this research is the 
tight-oil resources in the Middle East, which are primarily conventional tight-oil formations. 
According to the classification presented by Zhang et al. (2016), conventional tight-oil 
formations are above-, below-, and beside-source plays, which do not actively communicate with 
the source rock. This distinction is important because conventional tight oil plays differ from the 
source and unconventional plays in many aspects, such as rock properties, geologic structure, 
hydrocarbon storage and flow characteristics. In a broader sense, characteristics of conventional 
tight oil plays are more closely associated with those of conventional reservoir than the 
unconventional tight-oil plays.  
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Table 3.2: Characteristics of global tight-oil resources (Zhang et al. 2016) 
 
3.2 Background 
One of the defining characteristics of conventional tight-oil formations is the existing 
natural fractures. This brings to the discussion topics like interaction with hydraulic fractures, 
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dual porosity formulation, geomechanics coupling and special wellbore completions. These 
topics are discussed in this section. 
3.2.1 Interaction of Natural and Hydraulic Fractures  
As for the development of unconventional tight-oil formations, hydraulic fracture 
stimulation may be expected to be one of the key technologies for the successful development of 
conventional tight-oil formations. However, this comes with an additional challenge. The 
challenge is to make sure that the induced fractures will efficiently interact with the existing 
network of (natural) fractures. 
Under ideal conditions, three-dimensional anisotropy may be assumed for the stress field 
over a homogenous formation and the induced fractures are expected to propagate perpendicular 
to the minimum principal stress. However, in realistic cases, the stress field is more complex due 
the petrophysical heterogeneities, existence of weakness planes from natural fractures, which can 
cause diversions in the fracture propagation. Cementing and orientation of the natural fracture 
will have an effect on the geometry of the induced fractures also. So, it critical to try to map 
these natural fractures using micro-seismic data and other means (Gonzalez-Chavez et al. 2015; 
Wang 2019). Due to the uncertainty in the fracture propagation and connection with the natural 
fractures, concepts like stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) might not be applicable in 
formations, where the network of natural fractures pre-exists, and the drainage area of the wells 
is not defined by the extent of the fracture network created or re-activated by hydraulic fractures. 
An additional factor to note here about hydraulic fracture propagation is the kerogen 
content. In shale formations, which is a subset of unconventional tight-oil formations, the 
presence of the kerogen (organic matter) makes the formation more ductile (Brochard et al. 
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2013; Han et al. 2018; Khatibi et al. 2018). One the other hand, conventional tight-oil formation 
does not contain kerogen, which may make them more brittle. This may lead to creating more 
cracks around the wellbore with higher permeability. However, the pre-existence of natural 
fractures can cause leak-off of the fracturing fluid and dissipation of the fracturing energy into 
the fracture network and prevent the creation of new fractures.  The reason for mentioning this is 
to highlight the complexity of fracture propagation in naturally fractured tight reservoirs.  
3.2.2 Dual Porosity Formulation 
Since conventional tight-oil formations are mostly naturally fractured, it is important to 
model them by including the effect of natural fractures. This can be done using the one of the 
two: Warren and Root (1963) model which considers a pseudo-steady matrix to fracture fluid 
transfer assumption and Kazemi’s (1969) model which considers transient interporosity fluid 
transfer (Figure 3.1). Pseudo-steady flow happens when the boundary of the system is reached 
and the pressure is decline uniformly while transient flow happens when the boundary is not 
reached. In dual-porosity system, there is one medium with high fluid storage and low 
conductivity and that is the matrix. The other medium has low fluid storage and high 
conductivity and that is the fracture. This leads to the need to introduce parameters like 
storativity and transmissivity which describe the ratios of each medium to the whole system. 
Different definitions of these parameters and an incorporation of multi-phase flow are discussed 
in the literature (Kazemi et al. 1976; de Swaan O 1976; Serra et al. 1983). Modern reservoir 
simulators (like IMEX) include the dual porosity option which allow the user to assign different 




Figure 3.1: A schematic of the two dual porosity models (Kuchuk and Biryukov 2013). 
 
3.2.3 Geomechanics Coupling 
Reservoir engineers use simulation models to understand the historic performance and 
assist in shaping the future development plans for oil and gas reservoirs. Historically, simulation 
models considered a static flow domain (reservoir) and did not include the effects of 
geomechanics (i.e., the dynamic changes taking place in the properties of the reservoir due to 
injection and production of fluids). In traditional reservoir simulation models, the only factor that 
deals with the rock behavior is the rock compressibility. This ignorance of geomechanics was 
acceptable when dealing with high permeability values that are not very sensitive to stress 
change. Thus, the impact of rock movement has relativity small effect on the production. 
However, as the advancement of horizontal wells and hydraulic fracture technologies opened the 
door for the development of challenging resources like shale and other low permeability 
reservoirs, more attention has been devoted to the geomechanical aspects of the reservoir in 
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order to develop more accurate models. This attention has been practiced by coupling 
geomechanics and fluid flow into the same or harmonically connected models. 
There are basically two types of geomechanics coupling with fluid flow. The first type is 
pore-volume coupling where the pore volume for both the fluid flow model and the rock 
deformation (geomechanics) model are in agreement. The pore volume is defined by the 
multiplication of porosity and bulk volume and it is a function of pore pressure, effective stress 
and temperature. However, the bulk volume is also dependent on pore pressure, effective stress 
and temperature. Since traditional simulation models have fixed bulk volumes, the change in the 
pore volume of both the fluid flow and rock deformation model are connected by porosity term 
which is a function of strain (Holstein 2007). 
The second type is the flow-properties coupling which mainly refers to the use of stress 
dependent permeability. This type of coupling is more essential when modeling a reservoir with 
natural fractures where the fractures’ opening and closure are affected by the stress changes 
(Holstein 2007). The stress-dependent permeability of the fractures can be added to the simulator 
using empirical relations like the Barton-Bandis model (Barton et al. 1985) to control the fracture 
permeability change with stress. 
3.2.4 Selective Lateral Isolation 
Natural fractures cannot always be accounted for before the drilling starts. Mapping and 
seismic data could give some indications for fractures. However, many natural fractures can be 
encountered during drilling by the events of loss circulation. To deal with these fractures at the 
wellbore stage, smart completion options are available to isolate and divert the fractures for 
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producers and injectors. These completions use packers and valves that can be used to 
compartmentalize the wellbore section (Arenas and Dolle 2003; Abllah et al. 2011). 
The availability of this smart completion technology gives an extra tool when considering 
well types for a development strategy. This type of completion can be used to isolate the flow 
from some sections or temporary close or open certain compartment. This can help with 
managing the recovery from a reservoir system with drastically heterogenous permeabilities like 




CHAPTER 4 CHARACTERISTICS OF MAJOR CONVENTIONAL TIGHT-OIL PLAYS 
Most currently known and developed tight-oil plays are located in North America. There 
are also some tight-oil developments in People’s Republic of China. As the objective of this 
dissertation is to discuss the development potential of the Middle Eastern tight-oil resources, 
below, the general characteristics of Middle East tight carbonates are presented first. Then the 
U.S. Midcontinent Tight Carbonates and Chinese Tight Sandstones are discussed.   
4.1 Middle East Tight Carbonates 
Conventional tight-oil formations might be available in many places around the world. 
However, the focus of this literature review will be on the Middle East, which has 48.3% of the 
world’s proven oil reserves (BP 2019). To bring a perspective of their characteristics, they will 
be compared to the US tight-oil accumulations that led the US “unconventional revolution” in 
the last decade. 
4.1.1 Rock Properties 
Table 4.1 summarizes the reservoir data for some conventional tight-oil reservoirs in the 
Middle East. It is important to note that the data presented describe the reservoir interval that was 
examined. Some of these tight formations might be in the same deposition as other high 
permeability (conventional) formations. From the data presented in Table 4.1, it can be 
concluded that these formations have predominantly carbonate lithology and their permeability 
lays in the range of 0.01 to 10 md. This shows a clear distinction from the permeability of tight 
source rocks, which is usually in the range of micro- to nano-Darcies. The data in Table 4.1 also  
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indicate that the pores sizes in conventional tight-oil formations vary between 0.1 and 10 
microns in diameter (they might even fall below 0.1 micron). The pore diameters of common 
unconventional plays in the United States, such as Niobrara and Haynesville, are usually below 
0.1 micron (Saidian 2015). 
4.1.2 Geologic Structure and Hydrocarbon Storage 
In conventional petroleum systems, oil and gas are generated in deep basin source rocks. 
After maturation of the hydrocarbons in the source rock, they migrate through permeable 
formations until they are trapped in a structure which is sealed by an impermeable layer at the 
top and fluid interface at the bottom as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The traps are discrete and the 
fluid inside them is arranged by buoyancy forces. This is what is referred to in this dissertation as 
conventional oil accumulation. 
The unconventional resource revolution in the last decade brought a different type of 
hydrocarbon accumulation into attention. These accumulations are deep in the basin and are 
pervasive. They are either in or very close to the source rocks, where the thermal maturation 
process converts the organic matter (kerogen) into hydrocarbons (oil, gas, and condensate) under 
favorable pressure and temperature conditions. During the maturation process, the volume of the 
kerogen increases and causes significant increase in pressure. This increase in pressure creates 
micro cracks and expulsive forces in the formation. When the pressure increases to the level to 
break the seal over the source-rock, migration process of the hydrocarbons starts. With the 
migration of the hydrocarbons, pressure drops and the seal closes to continue the maturation 
process if there is more kerogen to cook. During the maturation process, before the seal opens, 
there are significant volumes of hydrocarbons stored in the source-rock. However, because of the 
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tight pore throats of the rocks, they cannot be produced unless a flow path is created by 
technologies like hydraulic fracturing. Niobrara and Eagle Ford are examples of such formations 
where the oil is accumulated in the source-rock. On the other hand, in the Bakken area, the 
hydrocarbon is mainly accumulated in the middle Bakken reservoir which is sandwiched by the 
upper and lower Bakken shales that act as source rocks (Sonnenberg 2012; Sonnenberg and 
Meckel 2017). Figure 4.2 shows a structural cross-section of the Bakken formation showing the 
middle Bakken member at the center of the basin. The layout of the middle Bakken reservoir 
makes it pervasive in nature and not discrete as the conventional reservoirs shown earlier in 
Figure 4.2. This enables the storage of large amounts of hydrocarbons, which has led to the 
increase in the US oil production in the last few years. 
 





Figure 4.2: Bakken structural cross-section showing the middle Bakken reservoir in between the 
upper and lower source rocks (Sonnenberg 2012). 
4.1.3 Flow Characteristics 
Advective transport, driven by pressure gradient and described by Darcy’s law, is 
considered as the main mechanism for hydrocarbon production from conventional reservoirs. In 
unconventional (shale) gas reservoirs with nanodarcy permeability, Knudson diffusion, slip-flow, 
gas diffusion in kerogen, and desorption from organic pore and fracture surfaces may be the 
main or contributing mechanisms of transport (Javadpour 2009; Ozkan et al. 2010). Oil flow in 
the nano-porous matrix of source rocks is dominated by diffusion and molecular diffusion plays 
an important role in enhanced oil recovery (EOR) using gas injection, such as CO2 or CH4. In 
addition, osmotic pressure effect has been considered in the interaction between the rock matrix 
and injection fluid, as in the case of low salinity waterflooding (Alharthy et al. 2015; Karimi et 
al. 2019). It is important to note that the mechanisms mentioned above are studied at pore level 
and represented by macroscopic-level approximations in field scale mathematical models. 




For the case of conventional tight-oil reservoirs, which is the focus of this research, pore 
sizes and morphologies are in the range of safe application of Darcy’s law to describe the fluid 
flow inside these rocks. Thus, the most notable feature of flow in conventional tight-oil 
formations will be the effect of the large contrast between the properties of the tight matrix and 
the highly conductive fractures (natural and hydraulic fractures). 
4.1.4 Natural Fracture Challenge 
The development of conventional tight-oil resources follows a similar process to the 
development of any oil resources, where data are gathered from logs and core samples to 
construct the best development plan. However, the existence of natural fractures and the 
restraints of economics pose additional challenges that can significantly impact the development 
plans for conventional tight-oil resources.  
Natural fractures have a significant impact on fluid flow in any reservoir. However, in 
tight formations, this impact is magnified due to the large contrast between the permeabilities of 
the matrix and the fractures. The existence of fractures, if not considered properly, could 
significantly impact the success of any reservoir development plan. The effect of fractures 
becomes even more critical for waterflooding and IOR/EOR considerations. Therefore, accurate 
characterization of fractures is essential for the development decisions of conventional tight-oil 
resources. 
Fracture characterization starts from collecting data from seismic activities, core samples 
and image logs. This leads to a geological model to represent the fracture systems in the 
reservoir. The geologic model incorporating the properties of the fracture systems, such as 
location, orientation, length, width and conductivity, serves as the basis of the dynamic flow 
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models. However, with all the specificities of the geology, petrophysics, and fracture systems, 
the real reservoir response cannot be captured by static data only. Reservoir dynamic data, such 
as pressure transient tests, flow and pressure history, etc., need to be considered in order to 
calibrate any model. This makes the fracture characterization an iterative process where the 
model is updated with real reservoir response data (Kazemi et al. 2005). Moreover, the collection 
of data to optimize fracture characterization is a continuous process. Some data cannot be 
collected in the early life of the reservoir. For example, one of the events that characterize the 
effect of fractures directly is the loss of circulation during drilling. Intersecting fractures during 
the drilling operation of multiple wells will verify or improve the fracture distribution currently 
used in the flow model.  
Figure 4.3 shows an example of fracture mapping for Natih, a conventional tight-oil 
formation in Oman (Hillgartner et al. 2011). This map was generated by integrating field data, 
like image logs, drilling-fluid losses and seismic interpretations. Based on this map, a conceptual 
fracture model was constructed as shown in Figure 4.4. It is interesting to see the complexity and 
the distribution of the fractures in the field. A clear distinction between fracture corridors and 
normal fractures was identified. In this example, the fracture corridors have 300-500 m spacing 
and each corridor consists of a cluster of fractures with 10-50 m spacing. The example presented 
in Figure 4.3  and Figure 4.4 shows how complex the fracture characterization could be. 
However, conceptual fracture modeling should be considered as an evolutionary process and the 
fracture model should be updated as new information becomes available.  
As noted earlier, in a low-permeability environment, large contact area between the 
reservoir matrix and the well is essential. Fracture networks intercepted by a vertical or 
horizontal well significantly increase the well’s contact area with the reservoir and may enhance 
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the productivity of the well. However, intersecting a complex fracture network could be 
detrimental to the productivity of the well in the presence of unwanted fluids from an aquifer or 
gas cap or during waterflooding. Navigating through the known and unknown fractures is, 
therefore, a major challenge. 
 





Figure 4.4: Fracture model based on mapping data (Hillgartner et al. 2011). 
 
4.2 The U.S. Midcontinent Tight Carbonates 
Conventional tight-oil carbonates in the Anadarko Basin of the U.S. Midcontinent may 
serve as analogs for the conventional tight-oil carbonates in the Middle East. The Anadarko 
Basin includes the Mississippi Lime, STACK and SCOOP plays targeting the Meramec and 
Osage formations in Kansas and Oklahoma (Austin et al. 2015; Elrafie et al. 2015; Vassilellis et 
al. 2015; Yee et al. 2018; Almasoodi et al. 2020; Banerjee et al. 2020; Freeman et al. 2020; 




4.2.1 Fracture Corridors and Fluid Segregation 
The existence of natural fracture corridors plays an important role in the success of the 
development of conventional tight-oil formations. Two examples are discussed here to highlight 
the effect of high conductivity fracture corridors on production from conventional tight-oil 
carbonates. The first example is from the STACK play. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic of how 
high-conductivity fracture corridors create a path for a strong inter-well communication, which 
includes flow of water from the hydraulic fracturing operation. This communication makes 
shallower wells perform relativity better than deeper wells. The deeper wells produce 100% 
water initially; then, they start producing oil with a high watercut. This is due to the inter-well 
communication (Freeman et al. 2020). 
Figure 3.7 shows the water saturation profile from a simulation of five wells in the 
reservoir (Freeman et al. 2020). The existence of high conductivity corridors causes a disruption 
in the water saturation distribution. The five wells are considered as one flow unit where most of 
the water from the hydraulic fracturing process is drained through the shallower wells and the oil 
is produced mainly from the upper wells (Freeman et al. 2020). Based on these observations, it is 
recommended not to inject large amount of water during the fracturing operation, especially if 
the injected water is anticipated to flow in the fracture corridors. Also, wider well spacing might 
be suitable for these types of reservoirs because the drainage area and SRV concepts commonly 
used for the unconventional tight-oil formations might not apply in this case (Freeman et al. 
2020). 
The high density of these fractures corridors makes them a good environment for the 
fluid to segregate in the reservoir causing water to accumulate at the bottom. It is not clear if 
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using wells at the bottom of the formation to suck the water (sump wells) will be effective. 
However, it is wise to consider wells avoid completing wells at the bottom of the formation to 
avoid excessive production of water (Freeman et al. 2020). 
The second tight carbonate example is from a formation between Kansas and Oklahoma. 
Figure 4.7 shows the cross-sectional distribution of fluids from a reservoir model illustrating the 
dramatic effect of fracture corridors on fluid distribution in the formation. These corridors 
provide for rapid fluid segregation, which causes the gas to accumulate in the upper zones of the 
formation at low depletion pressure. The critical impact of the fracture corridors on fluid 
distributions and production performance further underlines the importance of characterization 
and mapping of the natural fractures correctly for successful development of these resources 
(Elrafie et al. 2015; Vassilellis et al. 2015). 
The fluid segregation in the fractures cause the gas to accumulate at the top which makes 
upper as almost gas producer while to water accumulate at the bottom. Water removal or what 
can be called de-watering by producing from bottom wells might play a positive role in 
elongating the period for a primary depletion from the upper well. (Elrafie et al. 2015; Vassilellis 




Figure 4.5: A diagram showing the communication between the created well SRV and the high 
conductivity conduits (corridors) (Freeman et al. 2020). Reprinted with permission from URTeC, 
whose permission is required for further use. 
 
Figure 4.6: Side view showing height water level in high conductivity conduits (corridors) 





Figure 4.7: A cross section of the reservoir showing high water saturation in fracture corridor 
area (Vassilellis et al. 2015). Reprinted with permission from URTeC, whose permission is 
required for further use. 
4.2.2 Hydraulic Fracturing and Well Design 
Designing a hydraulic fracturing operation in these types of reservoir is a challenging 
task. That because the existing of high-density natural fractures cause abnormal pressure 
responses mainly lower than expected values. The explanation for these pressure signatures is the 
existent of partially closed natural fractures that can be easily opened with a minimum pressure. 
This creates an extra challenge in designing fracture stages along a horizontal lateral (Elrafie et 
al. 2015; Freeman et la. 2020). 
Understanding all the challenges when dealing with conventional tight-oil formations 
when it comes to fracture corridors, fluid segregation and hydraulic fracturing challenges could 
lead to more innovative well designs to leverage all the advantages in place. For example, Figure 
4.8 shows an actual wells design for a multilateral pilot well drilled in the Kansas and Oklahoma 
area that was presented earlier. The design consists of seven laterals: upper fractured well, 
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middle fractured well and five lower unstimulated wells. The idea here is to maximize the 
depletion from this area with a single surface location to optimize the well economics while 
achieving a maximum contact with the formation rock. The upper well could produce the gas 
that accumulate at the top and the lower laterals work as de-watering sumps to suck the water of 
the system (Austin et al. 2015). 
 
Figure 4.8: Actual well design in the U.S. midcontinent tight carbonate consists of 7 laterals 
(upper, middle and 5 lower producers) (Austin et al. 2015). Reprinted with permission from 
URTeC, whose permission is required for further use. 
4.3 Chinese Tight Sandstones 
Another example tight oil formation is in the Changqing oilfield of the People’s Republic 
of China. It is not clear if this formation can be described as unconventional or conventional. 
However, it is described as a low-permeability sandstone formation with permeability value 
between 0.2-1.85 md with pore sizes mostly in the range of 0.005-10 microns. These 
permeability and pore size values are similar to the conventional tight-oil formations in the 
Middle East that are presented earlier in this chapter. However, natural fractures in this formation 
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are poorly developed and do not act as high-conductivity corridors. They are believed to have 
been activated during the waterflooding operation and cause poor waterflood sweep efficiency 
(Yu et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2018). 
A study (Chen et al. 2018) was conducted on core samples to evaluate the effectiveness 
of huff-n-puff waterflooding approach. The idea here was to benefit from the large surface 
between the natural fractures and matrix to assist in the imbibition of water into the matrix. The 
core study along with a field pilot showed promising results for the huff-n-puff waterflooding in 
this conventional tight-oil formation (Chen et al. 2018). 
Yu et al. (2019) proposed another approach to benefit from the waterflooding concept in 
this type of fractured tight formations. The approach is called Allied In-Situ Injection and 
Production (AIIP) and its idea is to have some segments producing oil and other segments 
injecting water in the same well at the same time. Figure 4.9 shows a sketch of the AIIP system. 
The producing and injecting segments are separated by packers. A simulation study showed that 
AIIP system can improve the oil recovery compared to traditional waterflooding and provide a 




Figure 4.9: Allied In-Situ Injection and Production (AIIP) system (red: producers, blue: injectors 
and grey: packers) (Yu et al. 2019). 
 
The purpose of presenting this example is to highlight difference of natural fractures in 
tight sandstones which may not show the same layout as the high conductivity corridors that was 
presented earlier in the carbonate examples. In these poorly developed natural fractures, 
development strategies that involve waterflooding might be applicable. This is different than 
dealing with high conductivity fractures which will be the focus on this numerical study in the 





CHAPTER 5 NUMERICAL MODELING 
This chapter provides information about the simulator used in this research, introduces 
the numerical model, and provides the relevant assumptions. It also documents the sensitivity 
runs to prepare the reservoir model for the analyses presented in the next chapter. 
5.1 Numerical Simulator 
The IMEX simulator from Computer Modelling Group Ltd. (CMG) is used in this 
research. IMEX is a black-oil, multi-phase flow simulator, which accounts for the gravity and 
capillary forces. Some special features of IMEX, which are relevant to this research, are 
discussed in this section (CMG 2019). 
5.1.1 Dual Permeability Option 
In order to simulate a tight reservoir with natural fractures, a dual-porosity/dual-
permeability (DPDP) model is used. This option is simply called the dual-permeability model in 
IMEX. The model allows to have two sets of porosities and permeabilities in each grid block: 
one for the matrix and one for the fracture. The hydrocarbon storage is controlled by the 
porosity-compressibility product and the conductivity is controlled by the permeability-thickness 
product for the matrix and fractures.  
The critical feature of the DPDP model is to account for the complex exchange of fluids 
between the high-storage and low-flow capacity matrix and the low-storage and high-flow 
capacity fractures (Kazemi 1969). The DPDP option in IMEX allows flow between fractures, 
matrix and fractures, and between matrix blocks. The model allows the user to specify the shape 
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factor to control the flow from matrix-to-fracture. For this study, the Gilman and Kazemi (1983) 
shape factor is used. 
5.1.2 Geomechanics and Hydraulic Fracturing Modeling 
To include the geomechanical effects in the flow simulation, a geomechanics grid is 
created in conjunction with the host fluid flow grid. The effect of geomechanics is captured by 
change in porosity which is dependent on pore pressure (Tran et al. 2002). The pressure and 
porosity are passed between the fluid flow grid and the geomechanics grid in an iterative manner 
until a convergence is reached and the stress and porosity are updated. 
For modeling the hydraulic fracture creation in the model, modified Barton-Bandis (BB) 
model is used (Barton et al. 1985; CMG 2019). IMEX increases the fracture permeability where 
the fractures are being developed or enhanced. The model uses the following stress equation 
(Biot 1941; Terzaghi 1943; CMG 2019): 
 =    +  
  (5.1) 
where  is the total stress,  is Biot’s coefficient,  is pore pressure and 
  is the normal 
effective stress, which is equivalent to the minimum principal stress. In the reservoir, the total 
stress remains relatively constant. Thus, based on the BB Model, when the pore pressure is 
increased by injecting a fracturing fluid, the effective stress decreases and leads to an increase in 
the fracture permeability. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the BB model with its parameters defined in Table 5.1. The fracture 
permeability is created when the fracture opening stress is reached and the permeability moves 
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from point B to point C. After the stress is removed, the fracture stays open and retain a residual 
permeability assigned by the user. 
Table 5.1: Explanation of the parameters used in the modified Barton-Bandis (BB) model 
e0 Initial fracture aperture (ft) 
kni Initial normal fracture stiffness (psi/ft) 
frs Fracture opening stress (psi). 
khf Hydraulic fracture permeability (md) 
kccf Fracture closure permeability (md) 
krc Residual value of fracture closure permeability (md) 
 
  
Figure 5.1: Modified Barton-Bandis (BB) Model used to describe creation of hydraulic fractures 
(CMG 2019). 
5.2 Model Description 
A 3-dimentional conceptual simulation model was created to study the flow and 
production behavior of conventional tight-oil formations. The model is coupled with 
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geomechanics and can be used to simulate hydraulic fracturing creation. In this section, the data, 
simulator setup, and assumptions used in the model are presented. 
5.2.1 Fluid and Rock Properties 
Table 5.2 shows the basic rock and fluid properties used in the simulation model. These 
data were compiled from the literature on conventional tight-oil reservoirs in the Middle East, 
which were presented earlier (Table 4.1). One critical observation from the density and viscosity 
presented in Table 4.2 is that the reservoir oil is assumed to be in the range of light to medium 
grade.  
Table 5.2: Basic assumptions for the fluid properties in the simulation model 
Matrix Porosity 0.25 
Matrix Permeability (IJK) 1 md 
Reservoir Temperature 200 ͦ F 
Reservoir Pressure 3,000 psi 
Bubble point pressure calculation 1,200 psi 
Oil density (at 14.7 psia, 60 ͦ F) 32 API 
Gas density (at 14.7 psia, 60  ͦF) 0.7 (specific gravity) 
Oil Viscosity at reservoir pressure 3.0 cp 
Rock Compressibility (at 14.7) 1x10-6 1/psi 
Common fluid properties correlations are used to generate the PVT data. However, 
because common correlations do not correctly represent the increase of viscosity above bubble 
point, the viscosity will be specified at reservoir conditions. This viscosity value is taken also 
from the Middle East tight-oil data presented in Table 4.1. The PVT table is included in 
Appendix A. 
Relative permeability data that are used in any reservoir model may be generated by 
extensive coreflooding studies, which are sensitive to reservoir conditions and fluid properties. 
The practical way to create relative permeability curves for the use in a simulation model is to 
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use correlations like the modified Brooks-Corey equations (Brooks and Corey 1964). These 
equations require some input data of end points and the equation exponents which could be an 
area for sensitivity studies, especially for a simulation case with significant water movement in 
the reservoir. For this simulation study, the parameters from a coreflooding study on samples 
from tight formations in the Middle East were used (Alameri 2015) to create the oil-water 
relative permeability curves. Other assumptions were used to create the gas-liquid relative 
permeability curves. The relative permeability curves are illustrated in Figure 5.2 and the data 
are shown in Appendix A. For relative permeability data, the same values were used in the 
fracture and the matrix media. Even though it is traditional to use straight-line relative 
permeabilities for the fractures, with high conductivity fractures, the role of the relative 
permeability in the fracture will be less significant in the flow equation. Thus, it is appropriate to 
make this assumption. 
 
Figure 5.2: Water-Oil and Gas-Liquid relative permeability curves used in the model. 
Capillary forces gain significance in small pores due to confinement. The studies on the 
effect of capillary pressure on phase behavior (e.g., Nojabaei et al. 2012; Firincioglu et al. 2013; 
Ozgen et al. 2016) showed that the effect of capillary pressure is important when dealing with 
pore sizes in the ranges of nanometers, which are smaller than the pore sizes of conventional 
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tight oil formations (in the range of 1-10 micrometers). Based on that, it is safe to assume that the 
capillary pressure has negligible effect and can be assumed as zero in this study. 
For the initialization of the simulator, water-wet reservoir condition is chosen. By 
definition, conventional formations had oil migrated to them from source rocks. Initially, 
reservoir rocks are filled with formations water which make them water wet. Depending on the 
interaction between the rock, formation water and the oil in the reservoir with different mineral 
compositions and clay presence, the rock wetness might be altered later to be mixed wet or oil 
wet (Salathiel 1973; Jadhunandan 1990; Lager et al. 2008). However, assuming an oil-wet 
reservoir to initialize the simulator leads to the non-existence of water in the oil zone, which is 
unrealistic. Therefore, the water-wet reservoir assumption should be suitable to simulate a 
conventional formation for the purposes of this research. 
Other initialization data are the oil-water contact (OWC) and the initial fluid saturations. 
OWC was set at the bottom of the 70 ft reservoir in order to not have movable water initially in 
the reservoir. This same OWC is used to indicate the start of the aquifer for the additional 
sensitivity cases the involves an aquifer encroachment. The connate water saturation was set at 
30% which leaves 70% for the oil saturation in this oil-water system. The initial water saturation 
is not movable. Additional sensitivity cases that discuss an existence of movable water are 
investigated in Chapter 6. 
5.2.2 Geomechanical Properties 
The geomechanical properties that were used in the reservoir model are shown in Table 
5.3. Although the detailed modeling of hydraulic fracture creation and propagation is important 
for the assessment of the performance of conventional tight-oil reservoirs, it is not part of the 
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scope of this research. Thus, the sensitivity of these geomechanical properties were not 
considered. What is used here are the generic assumptions required to create fracture 
permeability around the wellbore. The factors affecting the permeability of the created fractures 
are discussed in the next section.  
The parameters for the BB model are also included in the Table 4.3. These parameters are 
for tensile failure only. Shear failure was not considered in this work. It is important to note that 
when using the BB model to simulate the fracture creation, it does not require the specification 
of the injection fluid type (like slickwater or gel) or the quantity and the type of proppant. This 
might alter the type of the created fracture. 
One important assumption to note here is the assignment of the minimum horizontal 
effective stress value in the x-direction. This will lead to creating transvers fractures in the y-z 
plane and increase the fracture permeability in the y- and z-directions. 
Table 5.3: Geomechanical data for the reservoir models 
Young’s Modulus 1 x 106 psi e0 (BB Model) 1 x 10-5 ft 
Poisson’s Ratio 0.30 kni (BB Model) 1 x 106 psi 
Biot’s Coefficient 1.0 frs (BB Model) 0.0 
Cohesion 1 x 106 psi khf (BB Model) 1,000 md 
Friction Angle 30  ͦ kccf (BB Model) 500 md 
Yield Criterion Mohr-Coulomb krc (BB Model) 200 md 
Effective Stress (IJK) 500 psi x 8,000 psi x 10,000 psi   
5.2.3 Gridding, Fractures and Well Properties 
The reservoir model was set with natural fractures by assigning a fracture spacing and a 
fracture permeability for each cell. A small value of fracture permeability (0.1 md) was assumed 
in order to let the flow to be controlled by the created hydraulic fracture using the Barton-Bandis 
model. The gridding, fracture and well properties data are shown in Table 5.4 and a 3D 
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illustration of the model is presented in Figure 5.3. Figure 4.2 shows the placement of a single 
2,000-ft horizontal well in the middle layer. 
Table 5.4 also shows the surface injection rate and time that was used to create the 
hydraulic fracture for each stage. The six fractures created in the middle layer are shown in 
Figure 5.4. These fractures were created with 300 ft spacing between the initiation cells. Given 
the geomechanical assumptions and the injection rate and time, transvers fractures were created 
covering the seven layers and reaching 200 ft away from the well.  
Table 5.4: Gridding, fractures and well properties for the simulation model 
Gridding 68 x 37 x 7 
Grid Sizes 50ft x 50 ft x 10ft 
Fracture Spacing (IJK) 25ft x 25ft x 10ft 
Fracture Permeability (IJK) 0.1 md 
Maximum production liquid rate 2,400 bbl 
Minimum bottom hole pressure 500 psi 
Injection Time a Single Hydraulic Fracture  0.0075 day 
Injection Surface Rate (Hydraulic Fracture) 20,000 bbl 
Top Depth 5000 ft 
Reference Depth (for pressure) 5035 ft 





Figure 5.3: A diagram of the 3D model showing a horizontal well in the middle layer. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: A horizontal slice of the middle of the reservoir showing the fracture permeability of 
the created hydraulic fractures. 
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5.3 Sensitivity Runs 
Before using the simulation model to optimize the development strategies for 
conventional tight-oil formations, the results of the sensitivity runs are presented in this section. 
These runs focused on the size of created fractures obtained from the stimulation model. 
5.3.1 Fluid Leakoff 
The leakoff of the fracturing fluid to the matrix and the nearby fractures is an essential 
consideration for the design of any fracturing job. The leakoff affects the size of the created 
fracture. In modeling the hydraulic fractures using the Barton-Bandis model, the matrix 
permeability, fracture permeability and fracture spacing are the key parameters. For a fixed 
injection rate and time, changing one of these parameters changes the size of the fracture 
predicted by the simulation model. 
Figure 5.5 shows the sensitivity of fracture size to matrix and fracture permeability and 
fracture spacing compared to the base case. The base case has a matrix permeability of 1 md, a 
fracture permeability of 0.1 md and a fracture spacing value of 25 ft. Decreasing the matrix 
permeability leads to a lower leakoff and creates a longer fracture. On the other hand, decreasing 
the fracture spacing, which means having a higher existing fracture density, creates an easier 
path for the injected fluid to leak away from the near wellbore area and will not results in the 
creation of the desired fracture size. Similarly, increasing the existing fractures permeability will 
create a smaller hydraulic fracture due to the easy leakoff of the fracturing fluid through the 
existing fractures permeability. 
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The purpose of this illustration is to show the effect of permeability and fracture spacing. 
Comparison of different development plans should take into consideration the differences in 
permeability and fracture spacing. It is worth noting that what presented here in the leakoff 
discussion is conceptual. That because leakoff data is dependent on the type of the fluid used in 
the fracturing which is not part of the Barton-Bandis model as explained earlier. 
 
Figure 5.5: Fracture propagation sensitivity to matrix permeability, fracture permeability and 
fracture spacing. 
5.3.2 Stimulation Modeling 
Factors like proppant size, proppant and fracturing fluid type, surface injection rate and 
injection time affect the size of the created fracture. In this research, only the variations of the 
last two of these factors are considered. If the injection rate is fixed, increasing the injection time 
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results in a longer fracture. This result is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Because longer injection time 
at a fixed rate increases the cost, the optimization between the cost and the benefit is an 
important consideration in any development plan. 
Another factor for the fracture creation is the minimum effective stress. Increasing the 
value of the effective stress makes it harder for the fracture to propagate and results in a smaller 
fracture (Figure 5.6). For consistency in the hydraulic fracturing job, the initial effective stress 
values were kept constant. Since the model is coupled with geomechanics, the effective stress 
changes with production and affects the properties of the created fracture. If the stress state is 
stable, injection is expected to create a fairly consistent fracture permeability across all the layers 
as show in Figure 5.7. 
 









CHAPTER 6 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, different cases and development scenarios for conventional tight-oil 
formations are illustrated. This is done by using the simulation model described in the previous 
chapter. A detailed discussion of the simulation results is also presented in this chapter.  
6.1 Simulation Results 
In order to capture the factors affecting the success of the development strategies for 
conventional tight-oil formations, three reservoir layouts, which are typical of these formations, 
are considered. In the first layout, different distributions and number of fracture corridors are 
examined. The second layout is used to evaluate different well count and placement conditions 
for a fixed distribution of fracture corridors. Finally, the third layout introduces a nearby aquifer 
and examines its effect on recovery. 
6.1.1 Fracture Corridors 
The existence of highly conductive fracture corridors in conventional tight-oil formations 
is a noticeable characteristic of these types of oil resources. These corridors have a great impact 
on the drainage areas of the wells and affect the number of the wells to be considered in the 
development plan.  
To study the effect of the fracture corridors, the simulation model described in the 
previous chapter was used with different number of fracture corridors. Figure 6.1 shows three, 
2,000-ft horizontal wells (with 300-ft well spacing) and considers three layouts with no, one, and 
three (with 650 ft spacing) fracture corridors. A fracture permeability of 1,000 md was assigned 
to these corridors in the y- and z-directions. The figure also shows the permeability of the 
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hydraulic fractures along the wells. Each of the three model layouts was run with two different 
well counts: one single well in the middle and three wells. This is a total of six simulation cases. 
Three of these cases are illustrated in Figure 6.1. The other three are the same but have one well 
instead of the three wells. The model was run for 10 years. 
The cumulative oil production is illustrated in Figure 6.2 for all six cases. It is clear from 
the graph that, as the number of fracture corridors increased, the gain from the additional wells 
diminished. For example, in the case with no fracture corridors, adding two extra wells almost 
doubled the oil recovery after 10 years. However, for the case with three fracture corridors, 
adding other wells only increase the recovery by about 10%. This indicates that the drainage area 
of the single well is much larger in case of the existence of multiple high conductivity fracture 
corridors. Drilling fewer wells reduces the capital cost in any development plan. 
 





Figure 6.2: Cumulative oil production of the reservoir model with different fracture corridors 
numbers. 
Not all fracture corridors might have the same impact on the wells’ performance when it 
comes to their spacing. To see the impact of the fracture-corridor spacing, the model was run this 
time with two cases of double fracture corridors. The first case with two corridors spaced 300 ft 
apart and the second case with two corridors spaced 1700 apart (at the boundary of the three 
wells). Figure 6.3 illustrates the oil saturation after one year of production. The cumulative 
production of the two cases is shown in Figure 6.4. The oil recoveries of the cases with double 
fracture corridors were similar for the first couple of years. However, after that, Figure 6.4 
indicates better noticeable recovery for the case with larger fracture-corridor spacing. This 
emphasizes the need to consider the spacing of the fracture corridors when planning the number 




Figure 6.3: Top views of the last four layers of the simulation model showing the matrix oil 
saturation (after one year) of two-fracture corridors cases. 
 
Figure 6.4: Cumulative oil production of the two-fracture corridors cases. 
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6.1.2 Well Count and Placement 
To study the impact of well count and placement, further runs were performed using the 
case with three fracture corridors (illustrated earlier in Figure 6.1). Different well counts were 
considered: one well, three wells and five wells with 300 ft spacing in between. The cumulative 
oil production of these cases is illustrated in Figure 6.5. Increasing the number of wells increased 
the recovery because a larger area of the reservoir was contact by the increased number of 
hydraulic fractures. However, only an increase of about 9% was achieved from 1-well to 3-well 
case by the end of 10-year production period. The case with five wells increased the oil recovery 
by approximately 15% at the end of year 10 when compared to the 1-well case. These additions 
may or may not be significant depending on the economic analysis. An important observation is 
that most of the additional production occurs in the first two to three years. This is expected as a 
result of the early transient flow period in the fracture system. When the fracture network is 
depleted, the slow response of the matrix leads to a decline in the production rates. 
When dealing with high conductivity fracture corridors, not only the well count but also 
the spacing of the wells matter. As illustrated earlier, the fracture corridors will increase the 
drainage area of a single well. To see the impact of the well spacing, the 3-well case was run 
again with 600 ft spacing instead of 300 ft. The cumulative oil production of this case is also 
shown in Figure 6.5. The 3-well case with 600 ft spacing almost reached the performance of the 
5-well case. This shows how placing the wells in the optimum spacing setup might achieve 
similar performance with 40% less capital investment. 
Moreover, the position of the wells relative to the fracture corridors affect the oil 
recovery also. To demonstrate this effect, the 3-well model was reconsidered with a smarter 
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completion design. The middle well was not hydraulically fractured and was open to the three 
fracture corridors. On the other hand, the two wells in the flanks were fractured, but isolated 
from the fracture corridors. Figure 6.6 shows the oil saturation for this case after one year of 
production. The oil recovery profile over 10 years is also illustrated in Figure 6.5. The recovery 
after 10 years from the smarter completion case is very close to the 3-well case (less by 3% 
recovery difference). This result demonstrates how optimizing well plans by crossing different 
fracture corridors and varying the hydraulic fracturing schemes might achieve similar recovery 
with less investment.  
 
 




Figure 6.6: A top view of the last four layers showing the matrix oil saturation (after one year) of 
the case with fractured wells in the flanks and unfractured well in the middle. 
6.1.3 Aquifer Encroachment 
One challenge associated with high conductivity fracture corridors is the possibility of 
these fractures being connected to a nearby aquifer. This brings the risk of early encroachment of 
the aquifer water into the oil zone through the fracture corridors.  To simulate this scenario, an 
aquifer, with the same size and rock properties of the oil reservoir at the top, was added to the 
bottom of the simulation model with three fracture corridors. The initial stress was set to 10,000 
psi in all directions in the aquifer to prevent the hydraulic fractures to grow into the aquifer. The 
existing fracture corridors was extended into the aquifer. The model was run with three wells and 
with 300-ft spacing. Figure 6.7 shows a 3D view showing the water encroachment into the oil 
reservoir through the fractures. 
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The cumulative oil productions of the same case with and without aquifer are compared 
in Figure 6.8. The existence of the aquifer has hindered the recovery from this reservoir by about 
30%. This is a result of the high watercut, which started with an average of 50% in the first two 
years and then increased above 60%. 
Another scenario was considered to test the effect of shutting-off the water encroachment 
from the aquifer by sealing the fracture corridors after one year. This would be expected to allow 
the well to benefit from the oil production through the fracture corridors for one year before 
shutting them down to avoid the increased watercut. The cumulative production profile of this 
case is illustrated in Figure 6.8. A significant decrease of oil recovery was realized by this 
scenario even though the volume of water produced was reduced (Figure 6.9). 
Based on the above results, an additional scenario was run by alternating the water shut-
off every six months using some kind of a smart completion that can be adjusted periodically. 
This scenario was able to achieve similar and even slightly better oil recovery with lower 
produced water volume (Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9). This cyclic oil production scheme helped to 
delay the water encroachment from the aquifer while producing the same amount of oil. Having 
the economic and operational justification of this scheme is an interesting option for the 




Figure 6.7: A middle slice of the model showing the water saturation in the fracture medium 
(after six months) showing the water encroachment from the aquifer. 
 




Figure 6.9: Cumulative water production of different aquifer cases. 
Yet another option was studied to control the encroachment of the aquifer. In this 
scenario, additional wells were drilled just below the oil-water-contact in order to dewater the 
top wells. These wells can be called “sump wells” as named by Freeman et al. (2020). Figure 
6.10 shows a 3D illustration of these sump wells drilled parallel to the three producers and open 
to the fracture corridors. The oil recovery profile for this case is similar to the case with no sump 
wells as shown in Figure 6.11. Thus, drilling sump wells does not seem to improve the oil 
recovery. The only benefit from this case is to reduce water produced from an individual well as 
shown in Figure 6.12. However, more water will be produced overall from the six wells (3 
producers and 3 sump wells) with no additional oil recovery. This shows that the sump wells are 





Figure 6.10: A 3D view of the model showing the producers and the three sump wells. 
 





Figure 6.12: Oil and water cumulative production for the middle wells for the cases with and 
without sump wells. 
6.1.4 Depletion and Stress Change 
As the original reservoir pressure is depleted with production, this pressure change causes 
a stress reorientation in the reservoir. Since hydraulic fracturing depends on the stress state in the 
reservoir, the stress evolution with depletion needs to be considered in early stages of the 
development plan of any tight reservoir (Gupta et al. 2012; Roussel et al. 2013; Safari et al. 
2017; Guo et al. 2018). 
For the geomechanical model considered in this research, the effective stress in the 
reservoir will increase with the decrease of the pore pressure (this is explained in Chapter 5). 
This stress increase will make it harder to fracture more wells after depletion. To demonstrate 
this effect, the 3-Well case was used. In the beginning, only the middle well was drilled. Figure 
6.13 shows the minimum stress distribution in the reservoir after 3- and 6-month production 
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from the middle well. The increase of the stress in the middle layer will make it harder to 
fracture new wells. 
 
Figure 6.13: A cross section of the middle layer showing the minimum stress distribution. 
 
Three scenarios were considered for the drilling schedule of the three wells: One scenario 
assumed drilling all wells at the same time. The other two scenarios assumed that the two flank 
wells were drilled 3 and 6 months after the start of production in the middle well. For all three 
scenarios, the same injection times were used for hydraulic fracturing. The created fracture 
permeabilities in the middle layer are illustrated in Figure 6.14 for the 3 cases. The stimulated 
area from the two additional wells became smaller with depletion. This will result in lower 
recovery, especially in the first few years, as shown in Figure 6.15. 
These results illustrated the importance of having a comprehensive consideration of the 
stress state in the reservoir when designing a development plan for conventional tight-oil 
formations. Going forward with an intermittent plan to develop these formations might not 
produce the optimum outcome. Understanding the stress behavior should lead to more effective 




Figure 6.14: Fracture permeability in the middle layer for the development cases. 
 
 
Figure 6.15: Cumulative oil production profiles for different depletion cases. 
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6.1.5 Compaction and Fluid Segregation 
High rock compressibility and fluid segregation are expected to play and important role 
in the production, hence the development plans, of conventional tight-oil formations (Elrafie et 
al. 2015; Vassilellis et al. 2015). The high compressibility is due to the existence of natural 
fractures, which can increase the initial reservoir compressibility (in the range of 1 x 10-6 psi-1) 
20 to 40 folds. Fluid segregation is a result of the accumulation of gas released from oil at the top 
layers near the fracture corridors.  
In this section, these two phenomena are investigated using the numerical model. The 5-
well model was run with three different rock compressibility values: 1 x 10-6 psi-1 , 20 x 10-6 psi-1 
and 40x 10-6 psi-1. The cumulative oil production results are illustrated in Figure 6.16. The 
increase in rock compressibility results in higher ultimate recovery due to rock compaction.  In 
real field applications, measuring the rock compressibility for a section of the reservoir is not 
possible. However, it is useful to note this observation about the rock compressibility in tight 
naturally fracture reservoirs which could be an important history matching parameter to consider. 
To see the fluid segregation phenomenon, a gas saturation distribution was obtained from 
the 3-Well case after one year of production (Figure 6.17). The figure shows how the gas starts 
accumulating in the areas with high fracture permeabilities. This will create pockets of gas 
accumulation at the top of the reservoir, which may not be continuous laterally. This observation 
indicates the importance of avoiding locations where wells may intersect the fractures at the top 





Figure 6.16: Cumulative oil production profiles for different rock compressibility case. 
 
 
Figure 6.17: Gas saturation after one year of production for the 3-Well case. 
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6.1.6 Initial Pressure 
In this section and the two following sections, the sensitivities of initial reservoir 
pressure, oil viscosity and connate water saturation are evaluated. This helps to understand how 
the assumptions used for these properties are affecting the oil recovery results. Also, it highlights 
some of the differences between conventional tight-oil formations and unconventional tight-oil 
formations. The case with the three wells and 300 ft spacing (shown Figure 5.5) was chosen as a 
reference case to evaluate the sensitivities. 
To investigate the effect of initial pressure, the case with the three wells and 300 ft 
spacing (shown in Figure 5.5) was chosen. Initial pressure determines the initial energy that is 
available in the reservoir and that plays a significant role in the primary recovery of any 
reservoir. In tight reservoirs in particular, this initial pressure affects how much oil can be 
extracted in the first few weeks and months of the well life before hitting the sharp decline that 
caused by the low permeability nature. One of the success factors for unconventional tight-oil 
formations is the extra high initial pressure that they possess. This is due to maturation process 
the converts the kerogen into oil and with not enough permeability paths for the oil to escape. 
Thus, the oil remains trapped under high pressure which makes these reservoirs described as 
over-pressurized. This is not the case in conventional tight-oil formations which are expected to 
have a normal pressure. 
In the reference simulation case, the pressure of 3,000 psi was used as a reference initial 
reservoir pressure at the middle depth of the reservoir. The model was run with 5,000 psi initial 
pressure to simulate a high-pressure case and with 1,500 psi initial pressure to simulate a low-
pressure case. The 5,000 psi was selected as it is the maximum pressure in the PVT table that is 
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used and the 1,500 psi was selected to be just above the bubble point pressure. The results of 
these cases are illustrated in Figure 6.18. The high-pressure case resulted in an extra 7% increase 
in oil recovery by the end of 10 years in comparison to the reference case while the low-pressure 
decreased the recovery by approximately 5%.  It is clear that the initial pressure plays an 
important role in increasing the recovery specifically in the first few months of the field life as 
shown in Figure 6.19. This makes the determination of the initial pressure a significant variable 
in the development planning stage as that will affect the expected oil rate before the sharp 
decline. 
One of the characteristics of unconventional tight-oil formations in the US is their high 
pressure which makes them described as over-pressurized. Initial pressure in the range of 8,000 
psi for these formations contributes to the high early oil rate expected from these formations. To 
see how that level of initial pressure will affect the recovery, additional case was run with 8,000 
psi (and extrapolating the PVT data to that pressure). The cumulative oil production profile and 
the oil rate are shown in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 respectively. The figures shows that the 
extra high initial pressure significantly increase the oil rate at the early life of the field and 
eventually contributed to an increase of recovery by the end of the 10-year period. This result 
highlights the disadvantage that conventional tight-oil formation has compared to the over-
pressurized unconventional tight-oil resources when it comes to early production rates. Thus, a 






Figure 6.18: Cumulative oil production for different initial pressure cases. 
 




As explained earlier in this research, conventional tight-oil formations have higher 
permeability in comparison to unconventional tight-oil resources. However, factors like higher 
viscosity and lower GOR might reduce the effect of that higher permeability on production. 
As explained in Chapter 5, the reservoir oil viscosity was set to 3 cp at the reference 
reservoir pressure and overwriting the viscosity generated by PVT correlation. In this section, the 
viscosity was set to a higher value of 10 cp to represent a heavier oil. Figure 6.20 shows the 
comparison between the two viscosity cases. The higher viscosity case resulted in a lower oil 
recovery but with only a slight difference. Additional case was run with a low reservoir pressure 
that showed even lower recovery. These results highlight the role that the initial energy of the 
reservoir plays in determining the expected recovery. As in the development of any resource, the 
key is to get a good estimation for these properties in order to draw a realistic forecast for the 
reservoir performance. 
6.1.8 Water Saturation 
Unconventional tight-oil formations are understood to have a high value of connate water 
saturation as expected in source rocks. However, in conventional tight-oil formations, it is 
understood to be lower similar to conventional reservoirs. However, since conventional tight-oil 
formation has low permeability and smaller pore throats, some pores will be filled with its 
original water and will not be occupied by the migrated oil. Thus, it is not unreasonable to expect 




Figure 6.20: Effect of reservoir oil viscosity on cumulative oil production profile. 
Since the blackoil model used in this analysis takes the connate water saturation from the 
relative permeability data, the sensitivity is performed in these data. In order to see the effect of 
the high connate water saturation, its value in the relative permeability data will be changed. This 
will result in a different original oil in place. However, for the purpose of this analysis, it will be 
useful enough to see the effect of the movable water. Figure 6.21 shows the new relative 
permeability curves that are generated by changing on the connate water saturation value in 
comparison to the reference case. The recovery profiles from both connate water saturation cases 
are illustrated in Figure 6.22. The two recovery profiles started identical in the first few months. 
However, after the oil saturation started to decrease, the recovery changed and resulted in much 
lower recovery after 10 years (about 12% lower). These results highlight how significant relative 
permeability end points can be on the cumulative recovery. This requires an attention to 
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determining the right relative permeability curves to perform a better reservoir development 
forecast. 
 
Figure 6.21: New relative permeability curves in comparison with the original curves after 
chancing the connate water saturation. 
 
Figure 6.22: Effect of connate water saturation on cumulative oil production profile. 
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Additional simulation runs were performed using a new relative permeability curves with 
10% connate water saturation. Two cases were simulated: one with 10% initial water saturation 
and one with 30% water saturation. The purpose here is to show the effect of having a 20% 
movable water at the beginning of the development. The resulted cumulative oil production 
profiles from the two cases are illustrated in Figure 6.23. A huge reduction in recovery was 
realized with the 30% initial water saturation (almost half of the cumulative production after 10 
years). This is due to the high water cut which stayed on average around 52%. This result 
highlights the importance of estimating the initial movable water saturation. 
 
Figure 6.23: Cumulative water saturation of two initial saturation cases with 10% connate water 
saturation condition. 
6.2 Discussion of Simulation Results 
The success of the development of the unconventional tight-oil formations in the US 
depended heavily on optimizing the number of wells drilled in any formation. To be specific, the 
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goal for the development of these formations is to maximize the reservoir area that is contacted 
by the created fracture network. That is why concepts like zipper fractures was considered. On 
the other hand, fracture shadowing and overlapping drainage areas have been noted as the result 
of poor design. Also, recently, the mechanical interactions of wells through frac hits (the parent 
and child well interference) have been raised to the top of the development design 
considerations. Thus, optimization of the drilling plans involves reducing the number of wells 
drilled for economic reason. At same time, this optimization should not leave any recoverable oil 
behind. 
What makes conventional tight-oil formations different is the existence of natural 
fractures especially in the form of high conductivity corridors. These corridors will play an 
essential role both in the drainage areas and interference of the wells. As shown by the examples 
presented in this chapter, different placement options of wells with respect to the fracture 
corridors should be carefully examined in development scenarios.  As the number of these 
corridors increase, the gain from drilling a larger number of wells diminishes. The absolute 
permeability of these fracture corridors might not matter much, since they are very high 
compared to the matrix (1,000 md fracture permeability case showed similar performance to a 
10,000 md case). Also, there is no concern of degradation of the permeability of these corridors 
as they are not created by artificial means and sand injection. The challenge when dealing with 
these fracture corridors is how to characterize them and evaluate their extent. This could involve 
a pre-development work like seismic studies and real time characterization during drilling and 
production phases. 
The simulation results also showed the effect of the number and placement of wells on 
maximizing the recovery from conventional tight-oil formation with a known fracture-corridor 
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distribution. Good recovery could be achieved by using wider spacing which agrees with the 
guidance suggested by Freeman et al. (2020). An important conclusion from the simulations was 
the effectiveness of smarter well placements. For example, a configuration where some wells are 
only dedicated to produce from the fracture corridors and others around them to primarily 
produce from the tight matrix is an option. This option requires the use of special completion 
ideas to isolate the flow from certain sections of a wellbore and divert the flow to other sections. 
This kind of optimization could reduce the capital investment cost of the development plan. 
The last set of results of the simulation study discussed in this chapter involve the water 
encroachment from a nearby aquifer. Having high conductivity corridors extending into the 
aquifer rock causes severe water encroachment problems in conventional tight-oil reservoirs. 
Traditionally, in conventional high permeability reservoirs, high permeability pathways could be 
isolated at the wellbore level to trigger more production from the matrix medium. However, in 
the case of tight reservoirs, these fracture corridors are important flow paths for oil production 
and blocking them to prevent water encroachment has a deleterious effect on overall 
productivity. This impact, for example, could be mitigated by opening the fracture corridors to 
flow in a cyclic pattern and reduce the speed of the water movement toward the oil reservoir. 
However, water encroachment appears to be the most important and difficult problem in the 
development of conventional tight-oil reservoirs. 
One final note to discuss about the fracture corridors is the need to open them 
hydraulically. Freeman et al. (2020) suggested that these kinds of corridors are detected by 
noticing a low breakdown pressure during a hydraulic fracturing process. This emphasizes the 
challenge of characterizing these corridors. Some of these corridors might require additional cost 
to open them to the wellbore and some could be directly open. This complicates the operational 
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aspect of the development plan and could impact the plan itself if more fracture corridors were 
detected that are not previously anticipated. 
Sensitivity analysis of initial pressure and oil viscosity showed how the production of 
conventional tight-oil formation can be overestimated by using a higher initial pressure and 
lower viscosity. It is important to pay attention to the estimation of these values especially the 
initial pressure which determine the period of high effective production rate at the earlier times 
of the field life. 
Water saturation sensitivity study showed how the estimation of the initial water 
saturation could significantly change the expected production volume from conventional tight-oil 
formation. Having a large volume of movable water will cause a competition for both oil and 




CHAPTER 7 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
The success potential of any underdeveloped resources depends on the economic 
viability. In this chapter, the economic aspects of conventional tight-oil formation is discussed. 
Also, some economic analysis results based on the simulation results from the previous chapter 
are illustrated. 
7.1 Tight-Oil Economics 
The US tight oil revolution (unconventional tight oil) was made possible by a period of 
high oil prices (between 2009 and 2014) that motivated investors to pursue the lucrative 
opportunities in the oil and gas industry. Even after the fall of the oil prices in 2014, tight-oil 
production in the US continued to increase, building partly on the success that was achieved, but 
fundamentally by cutting the development cost through increased efficiency. 
There are three important characteristics of tight-oil formations that make their economic 
analysis different from conventional on-shore reservoirs: higher initial capital cost (horizontal 
wells and stimulation cost), high early production rates, and sharp production decline in the first 
few years. The long production plateau the are typical in conventional reservoir is not applicable 
for the economic analysis of tight formations. Horizontal wells and stimulation are vital, even in 
the case of conventional tight-oil formations as illustrated in the previous chapter. The negative 
effect of high drilling and stimulation cost on project economics must be alleviated by the high 
initial production rates, which, by a sharp decline, leads to a long but low production period, 
ending, eventually, in the physical depletion behavior.   
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From economic point of view, it is better to at tight-oil formations as portfolio 
management and resources allocation problem. Due to their higher development cost and sharp 
production decline, they cannot be handled as conventional high permeability formations with a 
long plateau of production period. Based on the developers’ goals, the economic picture could be 
completely different. For example, a private company having a development deadline on a lease 
operate under different economic constraints than a national oil company (NOC), for example in 
the Middle East, which owns or operates the asset for tens of years. The NOC might have some 
flexibility and other alternatives for the optimum deployment of its resources among different 
assets in their portfolio. Oil-price forecast makes this analysis very complicated. 
7.2 Economic Parameters 
The first main parameter that affects any development plan is the oil price, but it is also 
the most difficult to predict. In this research, both a flat oil price and a cyclic price behavior (Mu 
and Ye 2015; Zellou and Cuddington 2012) were assumed. The flat rate-scenario assumed $55 
per barrel and the cyclic-rate scenario considered fluctuation between $30 and $80 per barrel for 
the 10-year period of a development plan. The three oil-price models are shown in Figure 7.1. 
The second main parameter is the drilling and completion cost. It is very hard to use an 
average number for this cost as it varies dramatically based on the location and other factors. For 
example, a report by EIA (2016) showed that the total wells costs varied between $4.9 and $8.3 
million, which includes a completion cost range of $2.9 - $5.6 million. The same report 
illustrated graphs of the average drilling and completion costs for the major tight oil regions in 
the U.S. per drilled foot (Figure 7.2). No clear trend can be concluded from these graphs. 
However, there is a visible decrease in the drilling and completion costs after the fall in oil prices 
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in 2014. Usually, fall in rig count follows the fall in oil prices. From a supply and demand point 
of view, it is reasonable to assume the drilling and completion cost move in accordance to oil 
price. It is important to note that an increase in efficiency could move the costs in the opposite 
direction (which was more likely the case after 2014). However, in this research, a relation 
between drilling and completion cost and the oil price is assumed. 
 
Figure 7.1: Oil prices cycles assumption. 
Table 7.1shows the assumptions that were used for the economic analysis in this section. 
The capital cost was assumed to be spent in year zero and using year 1 oil prices. It is important 
to note that drilling and completion cost were not linked to the well lengths. (Because the well 
length and fracture size were not studied in detailed in this work, it was appropriate to use and 




Figure 7.2: Average drilling and completion cost per well the main tight oil regions in the US 
(EIA 2016). 
Table 7.1: Assumptions for the economic analysis 
Drilling Cost, $ per well (at oil price of $30/bbl)  4,000,000  
Drilling Cost, $ per well (at oil price of $55/bbl)  5,000,000  
Drilling Cost, $ per well (at oil price of $80/bbl)  6,000,000  
Completion Cost, $ per stage (at oil price of $30/bbl)  200,000  
Completion Cost, $ per stage (at oil price of $55/bbl)  300,000  
Completion Cost, $ per stage (at oil price of $80/bbl)  400,000  
Oil production operating cost, $ per bbl 10.00 
Water production cost, $ per bbl 1.00 
Discount cost (for NPV) 10% 
7.3 Economic Results and Discussion 
In this section, the economic results are discussed for two considerations: effect of well 
count and placement and existence of an aquifer.  
7.3.1 Well Count and Placement Cases 
The analysis in this section is based on the simulation runs illustrated in Chapter 6, Figure 
6.5. The graph contains five cases, however, only four cases were studied here. The case with 
three wells and 300-ft spacing was removed because it will follow the same trend as the 1-Well 
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and 5-Well cases. The cases description and their associated well numbers and fracture stages are 
shown in Table 7.2. The analysis was carried by taking the cumulative oil production after every 
360 days and used that to represent a full year recovery. A single oil price is used for every year. 
Cumulative productions and oil prices used in the analysis are included in Appendix B. 
Table 7.2: Description of well count and placement cases 
Case Description  Number of Wells Number of Stages 
1 Well 1 3 
3 Wells (300 ft spacing and less fractures) 3 6 
3 Wells (600 ft spacing) 3 9 
5 Wells (300 ft spacing) 5 15 
The net present value (NPV) for all four cases were calculated using five different 
starting oil prices at year one: starting flat at $55, starting at the peak of the small cycle ($80), 
starting at the peak of the large cycle ($80), starting at the trough of the small cycle ($30) and 
starting at the trough of the large cycle ($30). Then, the oil prices follow the price models 
illustrated earlier in Figure 7.1. The 10-Year NPV and 3-Year NPV are show in Figure 7.3 and 
Figure 7.4 respectively. The purpose of showing the NPV at 10 and 3 years is to show how long 
and short type development goals could vary.  
The cases are sorted in the order of increasing capital cost (wells and fracture stages). The 
10-Year NPV bars are trending downward at the flat price start. The best NPV value can be 
realized by starting at the peak of the large cycle ($80). This is because the highest revenue is 
realized in the first few months of the development even with the highest drilling and completion 
costs. The same price model also gave the best 3-year NPV which is expected due to the rapid 
decline rate. Thus, most of the revenue is collected in the first few years. The single well case 
and the 3-well case with wider spacing showed similar result and they had higher NPVs than the 
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5-well case. This confirms that additional wells will not increase the NPV in high price 
environment and less wells can achieve better NPV. 
Starting at the trough of the prices cycle resulted in the worst NPVs for the 5-well case. 
This emphasizes the importance of drawdown management and not to over produce a formation 
with excessive well count at a low oil price environment. 
In general, the 10-year NPV and 3-year NPV bars showed similar behavior. The only 
major difference is with the 5-well cases when starting the development at the trough of the two 
price cycles. That is because there was not enough revenue to recovery the expensive cost of 
drilling and completing five wells. 
 
Figure 7.3: 10-Year NPV for the well count and placement cases. 
 
Figure 7.4: 3-Year NPV for the well count and placement cases. 
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7.3.2 Aquifer Cases 
The same oil-price models in Section 7.3.1 were used here to investigate the economics 
of the production in the presence of an aquifer. This is based on the oil production results 
illustrated earlier in Chapter 6, Figure 6.8 (analysis data are also included in Appendix B). The 
NPVs for 10 and 3 years are illustrated in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6, respectively. 
For the 10-year NPV cases, the cases with continuously open flow performed better when 
starting the development at the peak of a price cycle. That because the best revenue is realized at 
the beginning of the field life with the highest oil rate even with the existence of the cost of 
handling the water. On the other hand, the case with cyclic production performed better when 
starting at the trough of a price cycle. That because the oil revenue is distributed though out the 
field life and the NPV benefited for producing the oil later at higher prices. The flat price rate 
showed similar result between the two cases. The middle case, which involves shutting the 
fracture corridors after one year, performed the worst in all price model cases. That because this 
shut-in will not eliminate the water only, but it will significantly reduce the oil production from 
these fracture corridors. 
The 3-year NPV showed a similar behavior to the 10-year NPV bars. However, when 
starting at the trough of the oil price cycles, the NPVs were very small (and even negative). That 
because there was not enough time to realize the required revenue from oil production while 




Figure 7.5: 10-Year NPV for the aquifer cases. 
 
Figure 7.6: 3-Year NPV for the aquifer cases. 
7.3.3 Parameters Sensitivity 
Since any economic analysis includes assumptions of economic parameters, it is useful to 
test the sensitivity of the economic analysis to these parameters. In this section, the tornado chart 
approach is used for the sensitivity study. 
In the tornado chart approach, each critical parameter is changed by a certain percentage. 
Then, the resulted outcome is assessed in comparison to the base case. Five parameters were 
used in this analysis: oil price, interest rate, operating cost, drilling cost and completion cost. 
Each parameter was increased by 20% and decreased by 20% while keeping all other parameters 
constant. This sensitivity analysis was performed on the best price model case which is the case 
that starts at the peak of a large oil price cycle and developed with three wells (with 600 ft 
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spacing). The 10-year and 3-year NPVs were obtained to create the tornado charts illustrated in 
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8.  
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 show that the oil price is the most sensitive parameter, which 
swings the NPV by over 30% for both the 10-year NPV and the 3-year NPV. The drilling cost is 
the second most sensitive parameter with not much difference in sensitivity compared to the 
operating cost and the interest rate. Although interest rate and operating cost showed almost 
similar sensitivity, the interest rate becomes more important at a longer time period (10 years). 
This is one of the parameters that need to be taken into account for a long-term development. 
It is important to note that sensitivity of these parameters was tested with linear changes 
in the assumptions (20% in each side as explained earlier). However, in reality, producer 
companies might not respond to changes of these parameters in the same way. For example, 
when it comes to operating cost, one company could have a better tolerance for the changing in 
the operating cost if it is internal within the company’s control. One the other hand, companies 
that relies on outside contractors might have a significant operational and development decision 




Figure 7.7: The tornado chart of the economic parameters affecting the 10-year NPV. 
 
 
Figure 7.8: The tornado chart of the economic parameters affecting the 3-year NPV. 
7.4 Physical Reservoir Parameters 
Testing the sensitivity of economic parameters is not enough to evaluate the risk of any 
oil development project. Any reservoir simulation model requires input of several physical 
reservoir parameters. The control on these parameters is not always high. For example, having an 
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oil viscosity value from a fluid sample from a single well is good. However, a better handle of 
the viscosity value can be achieved if it is obtained from different fluid samples from different 
wells. Therefore, it is helpful to perform some sensitivity analysis runs to test the effect of 
different reservoir parameters. 
For this section, the parameters that was discussed in Chapter 6 and presented in sections 
6.1.6, 6.1.7 and6.1.8 are evaluated from an economic point of view. The NPV was calculated for 
different parameters and compared to the reference case which is considered as the base NPV. 
The results of the 10-year NPV and 3-year NPV changes are illustrated in Figure 7.9 and Figure 
7.10 respectively. 
The 10-year NPVs and 3-year NPVs showed fairly similar behavior. The most significant 
decrease in the NPV was realized when large amount of movable water was existing in the 
reservoir. As was shown earlier in Chapter 6, the movable water will significantly decrease the 
oil recovery from the reservoir and eventually will decrease the NPV. Moving the initial pressure 
from low, high and over-pressurized formation increased the NPV steadily. This is an important 
observation as tight-oil development in the U.S. benefited clearly from developing formations 
that are considered having extra high initial pressure. 
This analysis helps to highlight how these parameters affect the NPV outcome greatly. A 
recommended exercise for the development of conventional tight-oil formations is to identify the 
most sensitivity parameter and create cutoffs that are helpful during the planning stage. For 
example, a formation might be economical with the current economical parameters if the 
viscosity falls in the range of a certain value. This will lead to evaluating the economic 
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justification of going into the trouble of getting a new oil sample from a new exploration well 
just to confirm that parameter.  
 
Figure 7.9: 10-NPV sensitivity for different reservoir conditions. 
 




CHAPTER 8 SCREENING, DATA AND STRATEGIES 
As investigating the development strategies of conventional tight-oil formations is the 
main objective of this research, this chapter provides a guide based on the findings of the 
previous chapters. Table X.1 summarizes the screening criteria, data needs and the development 
strategies for these types for conventional tight-oil formations. The following sections provide 
further details of this summary table. 
Table 8.1: A summary of the screening criteria, data needs and development strategies for 













• Permeability Range: 0.01 md to 10 md 
• Fluid Type: Medium to light crude oil (25 – 35 API) 
• Pore Size Diameter: 0.1 – 10 micrometers (not in nanometers range) 
• Geologic Structure: Not connected to the source rock of a petroleum system 
• Rock Composition: Carbonate (limestone/wackestone)  








• Natural fracture characterization 
o Seismic, core samples, image logs, geomechanical models, and 
probability models 
• Hydraulic fracturing data 
o Mechanical properties, mini-frac, fracturing fluid/proppant data, 
fracture design data, micro-seismic 
• Oil price models 















s • Well Type 
o Fractured vertical or horizontal wells 
• Well Spacing 
o Wider well spacing with higher natural fractures density 
• Completion Design 
o Smart completions 
• Water aquifer management 
o Cyclic production 
• Development goal 
o Short or long term 
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8.1 Screening Criteria 
As different oil resources require different development strategies, it is important to 
categorize the resource in a portfolio first. In this research, a new category of oil resources is 
introduced as conventional tight-oil formations. Tight-oil labeling has been used broadly to 
describe all low-permeability, unconventional oil plays since the U.S. unconventional revolution. 
However, the recent understanding and experience has shown that the conventional tight-oil 
plays possess defining characteristics to distinguish them from the source tight-oil formations, 
which require different development considerations, technologies, and strategies. In this section, 
the screening criteria to identify these formations are discussed. 
The first group of criteria refers to the “tight-oil” portion of the naming of these 
resources. The main criterion to identify conventional tight-oil formations is the permeability. 
The conventional tight-oil formations have a permeability range between 0.01 to 10 md, which 
make them tight and unconventional. However, this permeability range is still considerably 
higher (by orders of magnitude) than that of the source formations targeted in the U.S. 
unconventional oil production. This order of magnitude permeability difference leads to 
fundamental changes in the way flow takes place in the source and conventional tight-oil plays. 
In source rocks, the dominance of nanopore networks and discontinuous nature of larger pores 
makes diffusion the governing mechanism of oil transport in the rock matrix, which is extremely 
slow and not efficient to supply fluid from matrix into fracture pathways. Because only a thin 
surface layer of the matrix supplies oil into fracture networks, without an extensive fracture 
network (large matrix surface), which can be accomplished by effective hydraulic fracture 
stimulation through small hydraulic fracture and well spacing, economic oil production is not 
viable from source tight-oil reservoirs. For conventional tight-oil reservoirs, on the other hand, 
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the ranges of permeability are such that the conventional Darcy flow driven by pressure gradient 
can prevail as the main transport mechanism and intersecting the natural fracture system with a 
fractured horizontal well (without creating a stimulated reservoir volume) can provide economic 
production. It is worth noting that the conventional tight-oil formations investigated in this 
research are those with medium to light crude oil. Volatile or heavy oil will require different 
development approaches. 
Pore size diameter is another screening criterion. The majority of the pore sizes of 
conventional tight-oil formations are in the range of 0.1 to 10 micrometers. At this range of pore 
sizes, some of the unconventional PVT behaviors, due to pore confinement and capillary 
pressure effect, observed in unconventional tight-oil formations are not of concern. 
The “conventional” portion of the naming describe to the geologic structure and organic 
content of these reservoirs. These formations are not a source rock nor are they connected 
directly (supported by) a source rock system. As such, they do not include any organic content 
(kerogen). For the majority of the North American unconventional tight-oil development, a 
major set of screening criteria is related to source-rock qualities (maturity, total organic carbon, 
etc.). Oil in the conventional tight-oil formations is a result of long-distance migration process 
and these formations are no longer supported by a source-rock system. Moreover, unlike the 
unconventional oil accumulations, they need an effective seal and they are located in a discrete 
reservoir structure like an anticline. 
8.2 Data Needs 
Like any other resource, the development of conventional tight-oil formations requires 
gathering of data to guide the development and reduce uncertainties. In this section, the critical 
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data needs for the development of conventional tight-oil resources are explained. These data 
needs are not unique to these resources and are not the only data required. However, what is 
illustrated here is the data that has the greatest impact on the development plan. Thus, it is useful 
to highlight them here. 
The first group of data needed are related to the characterization of natural fractures. 
Natural fractures and especially in the form of high conductivity corridors have a great impact of 
the success or failure of the development of conventional tight oil formations. Therefore, 
identifying and mapping these fractures is very critical. The challenge here is that there is no 
available way to exactly map all these fractures and determine their conductivity. However, a 
combination of seismic data, core sample, borehole image logs and loss circulation during 
drilling help to create a perspective of these fracture. Geologists and reservoir engineers can 
integrate all this data to create natural fracture maps. Depending on these data and their 
precision, different probability of fracture maps might be produced. In some cases, for example, 
it might be worth drilling additional observation wells in a development plan to confirm some of 
the fractures that are detected from seismic activities. Image logs can be run in these observation 
wells that can be located strategically across the targeted formation. This step could come as a 
part of the exploration stage of these formations before committing to a development plan. 
The second group of important data are related to hydraulic fracturing. Hydraulic 
fractures play an important role in the success of the development of conventional tight-oil 
formations. Therefore, it is essential to ensure the success of hydraulic fracturing, which requires 
collecting data to design hydraulic fractures and estimate the properties of the created hydraulic 
fractures. For example, one way to gather this data is by collecting core samples to conduct lab 
measurements to determine mechanical properties of the rock and perform interaction studies 
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between fracturing fluids and the rock. In addition, stress and reservoir pressure data, which can 
be obtained from mini-frac or any other formation testing tools, need to be considered. 
The third group of data are related to oil prices. Although it is difficult to accurately 
predict oil prices, a reasonable forecast is needed to determine the best timing for the 
conventional tight-oil development. Choosing to develop these formations during an oil 
downturn might be the best option given a forecast of a quick rebound of the oil prices. This 
option is feasible in case there is no cost for holding off the conventional tight-oil assets as it is 
the case for many NOCs. 
8.3 Development Strategies 
Development strategies of any oil resource depend on its characteristics of the resource 
and the developer goals. These strategies include well types, well spacing, completions, aquifer 
management, and development goal. This section presents the development strategies for 
conventional tight-oil formations. 
The first group of strategies deal with the well types and optimum well spacing (well 
count). Developing conventional tight-oil formations should mostly require horizontal wells with 
hydraulic fractures. In case of shallow reservoirs, economics of fractured vertical wells may be 
considered. Unlike the tighter well spacing required for unconventional tight-oil resources, 
where not much production is expected from the reservoir beyond a fracture stimulated zone 
around wells, wider well spacing may be needed to control the adverse effects of high-
conductivity fracture corridors in conventional tight-oil reservoirs as discussed in Chapter 6. 
Thus, it is important to optimize the number and location of wells in conventional tight-oil 
reservoirs with the guidance of the available natural fractures map. This process, however, is 
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complicated by the varying probabilities of natural fracture maps. In addition, smart completion 
options that allow the isolation of the flow from different sections around the horizontal wellbore 
need to be evaluated. This could guide the flow from the sections that have low or high natural 
fracture density along the wellbore. 
The second group of strategies are related to managing water encroachment from nearby 
aquifers, which is a fairly common occurrence for conventional tight-oil reservoirs. Although 
natural fractures are a desirable feature to improve productivity from tight matrix, the downside 
of highly conductive fracture corridors is the possibility of accelerated water encroachment from 
a nearby aquifer into the oil zone. The invasion of fracture corridors by water also hinders the oil 
movement in the reservoir and results in poor sweep efficiency. In some case, the advance of 
water toward wellbore may be prevented or slowed down with smart completions. However, this 
may also result in the elimination of the best oil producing zones. Another solution is to produce 
the well in a cyclic pattern that reduce the water conning toward the well and eventually increase 
the production.  
The third group of strategies are governed by the development goal of the resource. 
Having a short-term goal for the development requires attention to the factors like drilling and 
operating costs that will have a significant impact on the NPV of the development. However, 
long-term development goal shifts the attention toward the oil price forecast and how much 
uncertainty it includes.  
In addition, it is critical to understand the dynamic stress environment and the change of 
stress state with production. The changes in the stress state with production can make it 
challenging to plan for well locations and infill drilling. Therefore, it is important to build a 
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this research a new oil resource category, the “conventional tight-oil formation”, is 
described. The significant effect of the existing natural fracture corridors on the oil recovery 
from conventional tight-oil formations was illustrated. In addition, the importance of choosing 
the best timing for the development of conventional tight-oil formations as part of a portfolio 
management strategy.  
This chapters summarizes the findings and conclusions of this research. It includes the 
findings from the literature regarding conventional tight-oil formations. In addition, the 
conclusions from the numerical simulation and economic analysis are presented. Also, 
recommendations for future work related to this topic are suggested. 
9.1 Conclusions 
The conclusions from this research are here summarized in two categories: primary and 
secondary. The primary conclusions are: 
• Conventional tight-oil formations and unconventional tight-oil formations share the fact 
that they are both have low permeability. However, the two tight oil types differ in terms 
of rock properties, storage and geologic structure and flow characteristics. 
• It is critical to categorized conventional tight-oil formations correctly in order to 
implement the right approaches for their development and not mix them with other tight 
oil or conventional high permeability formations. 
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• Similar to unconventional tight-oil plays, horizontal wells with hydraulic fractures are the 
recommended approach for the development of these resource. Fractured vertical wells 
could be considered for shallower formations.  
• The existence of natural fractures, especially in the form of high conductivity fracture 
corridors, is an important challenge for the development of conventional tight-oil 
formations. Thus, it is essential to collect extensive data and run detailed fracture 
characterization studies, which add up to the capital investment requirements for the 
development of these resources. 
• Numerical simulation runs showed that fracture corridors could undermine the benefit of 
additional wells in certain reservoir areas. Wider well spacing is more advantageous in 
this case.  
• Smart completions to divert production from undesirable horizontal-well sections could 
increase the recovery from the conventional tight-oil formations while reducing capital 
investments.  
• Fracture corridors could accelerate water encroachment from nearby aquifers into the oil 
zone. However, they are still vital to the success of conventional tight-oil formations’ 
development. 
• High initial water saturation in conventional tight-oil formations causes high watercut 
and considerable hindrance of oil production. A diligent estimation of initial movable 
water is critical for a better performance forecast of these formations. 
• The lack of high initial pressure is a disadvantage of conventional tight-oil formations 
compared to unconventional tight-oil formations. Lower initial rates and faster rate 
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declines pose unfavorable conditions for the development economics of conventional 
tight-oil formations.   
• Different oil price models and the development company’s objectives could change the 
recommended development plan of conventional tight oil-formations. Long-term and 
short-term goals needs to be looked at carefully. 
Other interesting observations were identified in this research and they are listed here as 
secondary conclusions: 
• The effect fractures corridors varies depending not only on their count but also their 
distribution in the reservoir. Thus, characterizing these fracture corridors correctly is 
critical. 
• Drilling sump wells to dewater shallower producers has a limited effect in reducing water 
production from some wells. However, no additional oil recovery benefit is realized from 
drilling sump wells. 
• The dynamic stress change with production might alter the infill drilling plans of future 
well. It is important to consider modeling the geomechanical behavior of the formation as 
part of the continuous monitoring program of the development plan.  
• Starting the development of tight oil formations in the peak of a large oil prices cycle is 
the best timing for field development. This can capture the high revenue from the first 
few years of the well’s life which is associated with the highest rate. 
• It is important to consider the sensitivity of physical reservoir parameters when preparing 
a development plan as parameters like initial pressure and water saturation could affect 
the economic result significantly. 
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9.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Exploiting the potential of conventional tight-oil formations requires more research. Here 
are a few areas that somebody could embark on: 
• Studying the response in of high conductivity fracture corridors using rate transient 
analysis (RTA). This could be an additional approach to detect and characterize these 
corridors. 
• Performing geomechanical laboratory experiments on core sample from conventional 
tight-oil formation to study their mechanical properties and compare them to 
unconventional tight-oil formations. 
• Modeling the fracture creation and propagation using more rigorous hydraulic fracturing 
design data like fracturing fluid type, proppant types and sizes and failure criteria. 






3D = 3-dimensional 
cp = centipoise 
md = millidarcy 
NOC = National Oil Company 
NPV = Net Present Value 
OWC = Oil-Water Contact 
RTA =  Rate Transient Analysis 
SRV = Stimulated Reservoir Volume 
UAE =  United Arab Emirates 
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This appendix provides the PVT, relative permeability and initialization data for the 
simulation model described in Chapter 5. 
PVT data: 
p Rs Bo Eg viso visg 
14.6960 3.10427 1.06762 4.44438 3.400790 0.013061 
93.7163 11.5078 1.07090 28.5676 3.194610 0.013112 
172.737 21.2377 1.07472 53.0726 2.987820 0.013183 
251.757 31.8173 1.07890 77.9595 2.794100 0.013266 
330.777 43.0411 1.08337 103.227 2.616880 0.013360 
409.797 54.7906 1.08809 128.873 2.456310 0.013463 
488.818 66.9874 1.09301 154.891 2.311370 0.013576 
567.838 79.5756 1.09813 181.276 2.180620 0.013697 
646.858 92.5129 1.10344 208.019 2.062530 0.013826 
725.878 105.7660 1.10890 235.108 1.955660 0.013963 
804.899 119.3080 1.11453 262.529 1.858710 0.014109 
883.919 133.1170 1.12031 290.267 1.770510 0.014263 
962.939 147.1750 1.12623 318.300 1.690040 0.014425 
1041.96 161.4640 1.13229 346.608 1.616410 0.014595 
1120.98 175.9720 1.13848 375.166 1.548830 0.014772 
1200.00 190.6870 1.14480 403.944 1.486650 0.014958 
1960.00 341.0370 1.21150 685.113 1.074510 0.017112 
2720.00 503.9450 1.28752 950.895 0.846032 0.019764 
3480.00 676.4720 1.37157 1179.29 0.701626 0.022601 
4240.00 856.8900 1.46277 1367.17 0.602166 0.025393 
5000.00 1044.050 1.56049 1520.62 0.529432 0.028031 
 
Relative Permeability Data: 
Oil/Water     Gas/Liquid 
Sw krw krow  Sl krg krog 
       
0.300 0.000000 0.450000  0.3500 0.500000 0.000000 
0.325 0.009473 0.390436  0.3875 0.439453 0.001758 
0.350 0.020306 0.335452  0.4250 0.382812 0.007031 
0.375 0.031720 0.284986  0.4625 0.330078 0.015820 
0.400 0.043528 0.238972  0.5000 0.281250 0.028125 
0.425 0.055637 0.197339  0.5375 0.236328 0.043945 
0.450 0.067993 0.160011  0.5750 0.195312 0.063281 
0.475 0.080558 0.126906  0.6125 0.158203 0.086133 
0.500 0.093303 0.097937  0.6500 0.125000 0.112500 
0.525 0.106210 0.073007  0.6875 0.095703 0.142383 
0.550 0.119261 0.052009  0.7250 0.070313 0.175781 
0.575 0.132443 0.034824  0.7625 0.048828 0.212695 
0.600 0.145746 0.021315  0.8000 0.031250 0.253125 
0.625 0.159161 0.011319  0.8375 0.017578 0.297070 
0.650 0.172679 0.004639  0.8750 0.007813 0.344531 
0.675 0.186294 0.001010  0.9125 0.001953 0.395508 





Top depth: 5,000 ft 
Oil-Water Contact: 5,070 ft (bottom of the reservoir) 





This appendix provides the oil prices and cumulative production data for the economic 
analysis that is discussed in Chapter 7. 
Oil Prices Models: 
 
 
Cumulative Production (Well Count and Placement Cases): 
 
 




















Model/Year/Oil Price ($/bbl) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Flat 55.00      55.00      55.00      55.00         55.00         55.00         55.00         55.00         55.00         55.00         
Peak of Small Cycle 80.00      67.00      55.00      43.00         30.00         30.00         43.00         55.00         67.00         80.00         
Peak of Large Cycle 80.00      74.00      69.00      63.00         58.00         52.00         47.00         41.00         36.00         30.00         
Trough of Small Cycle 30.00      43.00      55.00      67.00         80.00         80.00         67.00         55.00         43.00         30.00         
Trough of Large Cycle 30.00      36.00      41.00      47.00         52.00         58.00         63.00         69.00         74.00         80.00         
Days 360 720 1080 1440 1800 2160 2520 2880 3240 3600
1-Well 561,932    250,031    168,384    124,248    96,112      76,553      61,141      49,159      40,166      33,537      
3-Wells (Isolated Flanks) 483,452    367,670    217,737    143,886    100,241    72,590      53,983      42,068      34,249      29,046      
3-Wells (with 600 ft spacing) 710,977    347,968    208,762    125,392    77,556      51,047      37,230      30,446      27,180      25,122      
5-Wells 781,228    377,206    199,978    101,783    59,356      40,813      33,339      29,812      27,799      26,324      
Name 360 720 1080 1440 1800 2160 2520 2880 3240 3600
3 Wells 457,879    314,558    135,467    73,220      46,519      32,567      24,445      19,212      16,706      15,354      
Isolated After 1 Year 457,879    132,705    72,915      55,477      45,889      39,619      35,301      31,864      28,823      26,041      
Alternate Isolation 359,390    274,506    198,186    114,302    68,972      46,634      33,747      27,887      21,239      17,750      
Name 360 720 1080 1440 1800 2160 2520 2880 3240 3600
3 Wells 394,121    438,101    221,388    119,878    73,178      49,993      38,963      33,566      29,908      27,381      
Isolated After 1 Year 394,121    110,777    83,224      73,381      66,923      62,002      57,874      53,909      49,900      45,829      
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